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INTRODUCTION

Tantras, Agamas and Samhitas

In Sanskrit there is a major branch of religious literature

consisting of Tantras, Agamas and Samhitas. It is calculated that

there are nearly two hundred or more works pertaining to this

branch. The general contents of these can be classed under four

heads, viz., (1) Jiiana or knowledge and its nature, (2) Yoga or

concentration of mind and the means of attaining the same, (3)

Kriya or construction of temples and the consecration of idols in

them, and (4) Carya- the religious rites and social observances.

Sometimes the emphasis is shifted to one or two aspects of the

above classification as in the case of Kerala where the emphasis is

on Kriya and Carya. But generally speaking the line of demarca-

tion between these three classes of literature is not well marked.

Referring to these works Prof. M. Winternitz has stated that

“there is no clear line of demarcation between the terms and the

expression. ‘Tantra’ is frequently used as a general term for

this class of works.”

Strictly speaking Tantra stands for ‘a system of doctrines, a

book. Agama means ‘tradition’ while Samhita connotes ‘collec-

tion of sacred texts’. The distinction consists in the details. Thus

Agamas are a special class of works which propagate the worship

of §iva and Sakti, while sharing similar features there are some

works specially devoted to the sect of Visnu and they are termed

as Samhitas. Tantras very often derive materials from both these

classes of literature. In practice the Samhitas are the sacred books

of the Vasnavas while the Agams are propagated by Saivas and

often called Saivagamas It is the Saktas who practice the Tantras

as such in its strict sense-

Some of the popular lexicographers have attempted to define

the word Tantra which connotes many ideas which are related to

religious practices. According to MedinikoSa, the word connotes :
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cRt' ^TT?T 4tatftxT»r I

srat4 et^TPt ^ 9ITFT44 n

srfimraT^ u

It is doubtful whether the lexicographer has included the

available class of literature known as Tantra in the purview of

of his definition. Another lexicon called Sibdarthacintamapi has

given the characteristics of Tantras in the following lines :

^RRt r 4rtr eftorfai 4? ii

h**th 4? ^Rr jrimi 4c Onto n

SRfwfafSRT R I

#wr *zftfcRT yrrmR^ r ii

spRRT fr«R RT ScTRt TfbrnT'iPT I

Rr®TR strttitt R ii

rrjtr f4t'Trrt?4^ rstr-jt i

TTSTanfeROTf grTSPRcRT R II

SJT^R: R SmTfSqTR^'iRTT I

fRTfc cPRf*tRlf«ttf|-JT% II

This definition is elaborate and all comprehensive. Naturally

it applies to most of the Tantric treatises wholly or partially.

Tantrapaddhati of Isanasivaguru conforms to this definition to a

large extent. The definition implies an encyclopaedic nature and

naturally most of the major works on Tantra incorporate such

details as are usually found in an encyclopaedia.

The Visnusamhita has attempted to give the etymology of the

term Tantra as follows

:

*RS*tf IR cRRt R W*5RT: I

cRRT rfRR cTRSTT: ||

It many be noted that there is a three fold classification of

Tantras with Visnukranta, Rathakranta and ASvakranta. The

names of 192 works on Tantra belonging to these three classes

are given in some treatises. Thus there are 64 works each for

Visnukranta, Rathakranta and Asvakranta sects. Then there are
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a number of Sutras on Tantras like Vaikhamsasutra, Naradabha-

ktisutra etc., which are related to this class of literature.

The Agamas are spoken of as the utterances of from the

mouth of Siva in response to the queries of his consort Parvati.

Padmasamhita attempts to define Agama as follows giving the

etymology of the word and detailing the generic nature of the

class of text :

arms ^ i

jTrf ^ <rc*n5PPPi
l5!T^ ii

^rrenf 3* ^ 11

The Agamas are enumerated as 28 and they are associated

with religlo- philosophical systems of sects. The treatise of

Isanasivaguru has quoted from most of the Saivagamas. Hence

their enumeration would help one to identify the nature of the

text cited The 28 Agamas which form the base of the Saiva

system are as follows :
Kamika, Yogaja, Cintya Kara*a Aj.ta,

Dipta, Suksma, Sahasra, Amsumadbheda, Suprabheda ijaya,

NisWasa, Svayarabhuva, Anila, Vira, Raurava, Mukuta, Vimala,

Candrajnana, Bimba, Prodglta, Lalita, Siddha, Santana, Sarvokta,

Paramesvara, Kirana and Vatula. These works contain ritualistic

details among other toipcs connected with Tantras. The Samhitas

are a class of texts with a wider scope having twelve thousand

stanzas for each text. As already mentioned these belong to the

Vai$nava sect. The following definition is given in the

Pauskarasamhita :

% ^Pxra^rT sra: n

It is not definitely known as to how many texts are avilable

in this class of literature. Samhitas with the following names are

already known and published from different place, 1 hey are

Ahirbudhnya, Isvara, Kapinjala, jaya. Parasara, Padma, Bfhad
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Brahma, Bharadvaja, Sattvata, Sriprasna, Visnu, Visputilaka,

Laksmitantra, Marica, Atri, Parama and Pauskara. In his Intro-

duction to Pancaratra Prof. Schroeder has listed the names of 215

works belonging to the class of Samhitas. Works of this class

with the names of \gastya, Aniruddha, Upendra, Kasyapa etc.,

are unpublished.

Thus it may be seen that there is a vast class of religious

literature grouped uader the terms Tantra, Agama and Samhita.

Then there are some mere allied works called Rahasya works like

Sivarahasya, Brahmarahasya and visnurahasya are instances. On

Tantra literature we have works classified as Yamalas and

Damaras. The first type is defined as follows

:

C

gtrtjtrtrsr ii

Some of the works pertaining to these types may be men-

tioned here Yamalas attached to Adi, Brahma, Visnu, Rudra,

Ganesa and Adilya are mentioned in some works, Damaras

called Yoga, Siva, Durga, Sarasvati, Brahma and Gandharva are

also known.

The Tantras pertain to Vedic and non-vedic classes. The

first type is called Daksinamarga while the second is named

Vamamarga. Tantra literature thus embodies a vast class of

manuals of encyclopaedic nature. Each of them contains vast

materials and profuse quotations from the other. As for instance

Isanasivagurudevapaddhati has extensively quoted from nearly

sixty works belonging to Agamas, Samhitas and Tantras.

Tantra in Kerala

It is not definitely known when Tantra literature was intro-

duced to Kerala. But it is certain that it happened in a much

earlier period. Traditions maintain that Parasurama, the legen-

dary creator of Kerala is said to have established 108 temples and

brought Brahmins from outside to perform rituals there.

Keralamahatmya, a work of Puranic nature, contains some

interesting accounts in this regard. God Vi?pu ordained that
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Parasurama should establish numerous temples and must make

arrangements for their ritualistic affairs. Accordingly Parasurama

established temples and then brought Brahmins for conducting

rituals. The following stanzas from Keralamabatmya are

interesting :

<j3ti ii

cffFjpjft SPOTT II

A Brahmin belonging to Tarapanallur family was given the

Tantric rites of Kerala temples by Parasurama himself. Members

of this family still perfrom Tantric rituals in the temples of

Kerala despite the passage of several centuries. Thus Parasurama

is to be credited with the introduction of Tantra in Kerala.

It is well known that there are three systems in Tantra pre-

valent in the different parts of our country. Ihey are the

Kashmir system, the Bengal system and the Kerala system while

the first two systems generally follow the Vamamarga, the last

mentioned system current in Kerala pertains to the Daksipamarga

In other words the southern system is more Vedic than the other

ones which are non-Vedic srstems. Dak$ipacara followed in

Kerala is predominantly Satlvika in its nature. Yantras and

homas are also used for worship of deities. Bhagavatiscva or the

Worship of Durga in her Sattvik form as Lalita is commonly

conducted in Kerala houses as a domestic ritual. For this a

Yantra is drawn with the prescribed materials and the worship is

done on a bell-metal lamp placed in the centre of the ritualistic

diagram. The sacrificial act or home popularly conducted in

Kerala is 'he Ganapatihoma to please Vighnesvara. There are

many special features in the matter of rituals and worship in

Kerala. For a proper understanding of the Tantric works of the

region, the special features of Kerala temples and modes of

worship conducted there must be appreciated. Without a know-

ledge of these features Kerala works on Tantra would remain un-

intelligible.
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Kerala temples and rituals

The typical temples of Kerala distinguish themselves from

those in the other parts of India by their characteristic structure.

While gigantic construction and imposing towers called Gopuras

in the front or on all the gateways of the shrine mark the feature

of South Indian temples, they are conspicuous by their absence

in Kerala. That much impartance is not attached to the tower in

the indigenous Kerala architectural patterns. Regarding the

features of the Kerala temples it is observed i
1 “The characteris-

tic Kerala temple consists of the sanctum sanctorum (garbhagrha)

which is usually circular (Vrtta) in shape but sometimes square

(CaturaSra) or rectangular (caturasradlrgha), whith a conical or

pyramidal roof (Sikhara) crowned by a crest (stupika). Within this

Garbhagrha is the idol on a pedastal (pifha). Round the Garbh-

agrha is the first Prakara called Antarmandala. Small fialiplthas

representing the eight Dikpalas, the seven Matris etc., are placed

there. A flight of steps called Sopana connects this Prakara with

the door of the Garbhagrha. In front of the Sopana is the second

Prakara called Antahara, forming a broad verandah with door-

ways on all the four sides. The Antahara leads out into an

enclosure containing the main Balipitha. After the Antahara we
get the fourth Prakara called Madyahara which is essentially a

continuous structure having an array of lamps all round from top

top to bottom. Beyond this and just outside the main Balipitha

is the flagstaff (Dhvajasthambha). The fourth rakara called

Bahyahara is beyond this. It forms the pathway for the proces-

sions within the temple. The fifth and last Prakara is the outer-

most wall of the temple. This is called Maryada. The main
entrace is through a simple Gopura which may be an ordinary

doorway with a small roofiing or one with the super structure,

comprising rooms and vera: dah. The space between the Garbha-

grha and Antahara is roofless ; so also is most of the space bet-

ween the Madhyahara and Maryada. This reguls in every part of
the temple being airy and well ventilated, a distinctive feature of
the Kerala temple.’

1. Dr. S. Venkitasubramonia Iyer, Religion, Art and Culture,
College Book House, Trivandrum, pp. 17-18.
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As in the other parts of the country the main deities worship-

ped in Kerala are Visnu, Siva, Durga, Ganapati, Subrahnatiya,

Sarasvatl etc. But some more deities are prominently worshipped

in this region. For instance sasta also called Hariharaputra is a

popular god worshipped in temples. Another peculiarity in this

respect is that certain gods like Varaha, Parasurama, Balarama,

Bharata, Brahma etc., are also consecrated in Kerala shrines

unlike in tire other parts of the country. Tantric treatises of

Kerala also describe the installation and worship of gods like

Surya, Vaissrvauia, Indra etc., though such temples are rarely

found in the present day.

In Kerala temples only the chief priest is allowed to perform

Puja to the idol inside the Garbbagrha. In performing the Puja

the priest utters the Mantras inaudibly but shows the gestures and

related actions with meticulous care in strict accordance with the

rules and practices. In contrast several people are permitted to

perform Puja in other parts of the country and they utter the

Mantras aloud, little care being bestowed to the Tantric aspect.

The mode of worship also calls for consideration. It is again

observed t
1 “The ritual of ceremonial worship in the Kerala

temples is a combination of both Vaidika with Vedic Mantras

and methods and lantrika with non- Vedic Mantras and rules,

the Tantrika element slightly predominating over the Vaidika.

It, therefore, comes under the category of Tantrika-Vaidika follow-

ing the classification in the Puru§arthaprabodha of Brahmanand-

abharati. It is Vaidic worship in the Tantric mode. The Panca-

tattva or the Pancamakara, which constitutes an integral part of

orthodox Sakta Tantra, has, however, no place in the Devi

temples of Kerala. Madya, Mamsa, Matsya and Maithuna,

whatever may their denotation and significance, are as such

entirely absent in the routine temple ritual. Mudra alone is there,

but it is in the sense of gesture, and there is quite a lot of this”.

“The number of Pujas per day as well the time of their perform-

ance are also bound by rules. Generally there will be three Pujas,

Every day the Abhi?eka (ceremonial bath) is performed to the

1. Ibid, p. 19.
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idol very early in the morning, followed by Alankara (decoration).

The first puja called Usahpuja is then conducted. At about norm,

we get the second Puja called Madhyahnapuja or Uccapuja. The

temple is closed after this. It is reopened in the evening and the

third Puja is done in the early part of the night. This is called

Ardhayamapuja after which the temple remains closed till the

next morning. All these Pujas have certain peculiarties in detail,

but the one that is most note- worthy is the offering of Bali to the

Dikpalas and other connected Devatas after the Naivedyas to the

principal deity, followed by a procession of the Utsavamurti

(portable idol of the principal deity) along the Bahyahara to the

accompaniment of drum sand other musical instruments. In some

temples we get an additional Puja called Pantirati between the

Usahpuja and Uccapuja and in certain temples yet another Puja

called Etirttapuja between the U?ahpuja and Pantirati. The rituals

during the Utsavas are very elaborate and have their own special

features. But the item called Sribhutabali deserves special

mention. This takes quite a long time and has to be done with

special care and in strict adherence to the rules laid down for

each Devata connected with it. Even the Timila, which is, by

the bye, a long drum indigenous to Kerala to be played with the

hand, has to be beaten for each Devata in a different manner

and for different duration.”

Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati has dealt with many of these

aspects peculiar to Kerala temples. Hence without a knowledge

of the practices current there the details enumerated by the

author could not be fully understood. Many words are used as

technical terms signifying features peculiar to Kerala shrines.

Such words have no relevance to Tantra in general. Very often

words Dravidian origin are sanskritised to coin new technical

words.

Tantra literature in Kerala

Kerala’s contribution to the Tantric field of Sanskrit litera-

ture is vast and varied. The beginnings of this literature is buried

in obscurity and what we have is only some tradition which may

contain some grains of truth. The existence of a large number

of works pertaining to Tantras, Agamas and Samhitas show the
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popularity and importance of this branch of literature in Kerala.

Among them we find a sizable number of works written by the

author from Kerala. While some of them have been published

many remain unpublished. These books were used by the

Tantrikas of the region and thus got much popularity.

There are two types of Tantric preceptors in Kerala. Those

who have practised Tantra, but did not contribute any work as

such belongs to the first category. In the second category the

authors of Tantric treatises may be included.

Among the earliest writers on Tantra the name ot a scholar

belongirg to Narayapamangalam may be noted. He is believed*)

be the brother of Melathol Agnihotri who is reputed to have

performed nintynine vedic sacrifices. The scholar referred to as

Naranattu Bhrantan literally the lunatic member of Narayapa-

mangalam, Though his works are not preserved to posterity,

tradition maintains that it is he who popularised Tantras and

Agmamas in Kerala.

The great Advaita teacher Sankara is taken to be the second

important writer on Tantra*. Prapancasara and Saundarya-

lahari are the two works that form his contribution. The author-

ship of works like Saparyahfdaya, Saubhagyavidya and Subha-

godayapaddhati is also ascribed to him by some scholars. Anyway

there is no doubt his claim for a prominent place among the

writers on Tantra works.

The Prayogamanjarl of Ravi and Kriyasara of anonymous

authorship are the two basic works composed at a comparatively

early period. Then comes the Isanasivagurudevapaddhati of

Isanasivaguru of the 12th century A.D. His work is compre-

hensive dealing with all the main divisoins of the Tantrasastra.

The Silparatna of Srikumara is an important work dealing with

temple architecture and iconography. But the most popular

manuals on the subject of Tantra are the Tantrasamuccaya of

Narayanan Namputiri of Cennas house and its supplement

Sesasamuccaya by his disciple. These were composed in the

15th century and ever since they formed the standard texts for

practical purposes. The Tantrasamuccay in twelve sections
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deals with all important functions of Kerala temples. The

subject matter of the twelve sections may be given as Ksetra-

bhulaksana, Prasadalaksana, Bimbalaksana, Mandapasamskara,

BimbaSuddhi, Pratistha, Nityapuja, Kalasasnana, Utsavavidhi,

Prayascitta, Jirpoddhara and Mantroddhara. These topics are

related to the deities Visnu, Siva, Sankaranarayana, Durga,

Skanda, Ganapati and Sasta. The Sesasamuccaya in ten sections

deals with the same functions with regard to other deities like

Brahma, Surya, Vaisravapa, SarasvatT, Laksmi etc. Several

others also contributed to the field in later times. Some of the impor-

tant contributions are : the Anus{hanapaddhati of Paramesvara,

Tantrikakriya of Kr§napasana Vipra, Anusthanasamuccaya

of Narayana, Harini of Narayana belonging to Vyagharagrama,

Kriyasangraha of Sankara belonging to Gartaranya and Kriya-

lesasmrti of Nilakantha. Many more works of shorter size are

available dealiag with cartain specific aspects of temple rituals.

These works freely draw upon the standard text composed by

earlier writers. Still for practical purposes these serve as

manuals to priests of Kerala. Among such treaties the following

deserve our attention. Prati$|hasangraha, Puspanjalividhana,

Bimbalaksana, Balikalpa, Jirnoddhara etc., suggest their contents

by their name.

These and other works justify the Keraliprasthana in the

field of Tantras. They form the basis for the Dak$ipacara cult of

Tanira of the south. Among them the IsanaSivagurudevapadd-

hati of Isana?ivaguru warrants a unique position as a standard and

comprehensive treatise that exerted its influence on later Tantnc

writers as well as works.

The Manusyalayacandrika of Tirumangalattu Nilakaptha

(c. 16th century A.D.) has referred the work of Isanasivaguru as

Gurudevapaddhati in the introductory stanzas to his Manu?yala-

yacandrika— a work on household architecture.

SPTtrT»T5^r-

h^tppt srpfcr n
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sfRcf «fiwm ft
=••* i

aansut |fr*if|[3T f*rar°nw

5CJ3T tff5T<aI% II

There is no doubt that the work has influenced later writers

directly or indirectly. But this monumental treatise became out

of circulation since more simple works were available for practi-

cal purposes. It is an undisputed fact that the Tantrapaddhati

of TsanaSivaguru is one of the first comprehensive treatises on

Tantra literature.

ISAnaSiva GURU

The Author

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. T. Ganapati Sastri who edited the

WOrk Isanasivaguiudevapaddhati for the first time deserves the

gratitude of the world of scholars for bringing out this sub-

stantial contribution of Kerala to Tantric literature. The author

of the monumental treatise is mentioned as I?anagurudeva Misra,

a high souled personage who attained all the mantr.c powers.

According to the editor the suffix MiSra suggests that the author

might be a native of Mithila or any of the adjoining countries.

The suffix Misra is found added to the name of the author in the

colophon at the end of of the first Patala as follows

:

In the preface to the second volume of the publication

Ganapati Sastri quotes Haraprasada Sastri’s views on the date

and identity of Isanasivaguru. The author of the tretise, it is

said belonged to the Mattamayur line of Saiva saints of Dhara.

The Trivandrum editor holds the view that the author of the

Tantric treatise lived earlier to Bhoja. In other words he is ot

the opinion that even though manuscripts of the works were
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obtained from Kerala, the work itself is not a contribution of

Kerala.

A Keralite scholar

But later scholars who had the benefit of studying the work
in detail hold that there is enough evidence in the text itself to

show that Isanasivaguru must have been a Kerala writer. The
details given in the text regarding Tantra and Mantra are useed in

the daily rituals in Kerala temples for centuries. The seventh

and ninth Patalas of the work could be cited as examples. In

these sections the rites of purification of materials used for

rituals as well as mode of bathing are detailed. These too show
affinity With the practice in Kerala. There arc many other

parallels which compel one to accept a Kerala authorship for the

work. In the 50th Patala of the Kriyapada, the 343rd stanza

refers to a particular musical instrument of Kerala called a Timila

as follows :

farresftn'iTCnj ||

Timila is a kind of drum used in almost all temples of Kerala as

one of the prominent musical instruments. Similarly in the 41st

Patala of the Mantrapada a famous Tantra work which also deals

with the treatment of poison called Narayaniya is referred to as

follows :

frsnaft iTrPTTf’SRiT
I

The work is called Narayaniya since the author is one Narayana
most probably a Keralite scholar but the real title ef the

work is Tantrasarasahgraha. 1 But the most important reference

is to Prayogamanjari often simply referred to as Manjari. There
are not less than twentyfive references to this important work on
Tantra. Among the several Tantric works quoted in this treatise

Prayogamanjari by a Namputiri Brahmin called Ravi occupies a

1. Ed. with commentary, Madras Government Oriental Series
No. 15, Madras, 1950.
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prominent position. Thus there is every reason to hold that the

author must be a Keralite scholar

Identity

Once it is established that the author is a Keralite the prob-

lem regarding his identity remains. Scholars have expressed

different views in this respect.

Tianaslvaguru the author of the Tantra treatise is often

identified with Isanadeva the preceptor of Kr$nalilasuka, the

author of the famous Krsnakarnamrta. Towards end of the first

canto of the work the following stanza occurs :

tfaa aa %a 3j
OTT-

TOrfaa tuHsaoi'dtsf'T n

The stanza makes it clear that the author of the stotra was

LilaSuka, that his parents were Damodara and Nil! and that he

was a disciple of Isanadeva. This Isanadeva is supposed to be

author of Tantrapaddhati.1 This again referred to in the follow-

ing stanzas quoted by the historian of Sanskrit literature from a

manuscript.

I

fma^a scirrate faiat gfafraaia n

ttpiTt ^ amkrarfar arm: aprer: n

*|fa: I

^>ir fam amfaam: u

fd<H4> 4 1 aiat f%(ii ih i

znr^f a a a srrcaata n

to arahrd am afaat n

From these stanzas occuring in the Balakrsnastotra it is gathered

that Isana was the preceptor of Kfsnalllasuka. The parent’s

1. M. Krishnamachariar, A History of Classical Sanskrit

Literature, Delhi, 1974, p. 334.
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names NllI and Daraodara are corroborated by the reference in

the Krsnakarnamrta verse.

Ullur S. Parameswara Iyer, a historian of Kerala literature

agrees with the above view and holds that the lines

:

(1) Tsanadevacararanabharanena and

(2) Isanadeva ityasld Isano munitejasam

refer to the author of Tantrapaddhati. He is of the opinion that

‘Tsana’ must be the real name and ‘Sivagurudeva’ may be a title

given to him because of his proficiency in Saivagamas 2
.

V. Rajarajavarma Raja, another historian of Kerala Sanskrit

literature disputes this identity. He points out that in the

stanzas of Krsnalllasuka, the name of his preceptor, is mentioned

as Isanadeva. But the author of Tantrapaddhati refers to himself

as Tsanasiva in the last lines of Mantrapada and Yogapada res-

pectively as follows :

(1) Atresanasivena narma ca yudham jaitram ca sandarsitam.

(2) Tamisanasivobhyadhad suragurufi Siddhantatapaddhatim

The colophons of various Patalas refer to the author as Isanasi-

vagurudeva. According to the above-mentioned historian Isana-

deva mentioned by Krsnalllasuka and Isanasiva the author of the

Tantra text must be different persons. 8
It is also pointed out

that Vasudeva, the author of Rahasyagopalantracintamapi must

be referring to our author when he says :

Sngurunam sivadyanam Pranaumi caranavalim.

The title of the text

The editor of the text has accepted the title of Isanasiva-

gurudevapaddhati uniformly in all the four volumes. This title

is relevant as upheld by several colophons seen at the end of

various Patalas.

But a shorter title “Tantrapaddhati” seems to have been

accepted by scholars based on the following stanza occuring in

the first Patala of the text :

2. Keralasahitacaritram, Trivandrum, 1957, Vol. 1, pp. 172-173,

2. Kcrallyasamskrtasahityacaritram, Vol. Ill, p. 552.
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fafsP^Tfa cr^TTfur I

m^cT cT^tMidldR II

Here the word “Tantrapaddhati” suggests a general idea as ‘the

system of Tantras’ and as such could not be the real title of the

work.

Yet another title is Tantrasarapadhhati or simply Tantrasara

which again describes the nature of the text. Another title is

Siddhantasara, again supplied by colophon. See the following

instances

:

( j )
%fcr gfru -fl q«nr: q^r: i

(2)
fs<far: qj?r: i

(3)
fraRmf* %raTfc5r: qsa: i

From these it is clear that the title ‘IsanaSivagurudeva-

paddhati’ stands for the system of practice formulated by Isan-

sivaguru. The other titles like Tantrasarapaddhati, Tantrasara

or Siddhantasara show the nature of the work as a short com-

pendium taking materials from earlier authorities.

Authors and works quoted

The following authors are quoted by name : Aryabhata,

Gautama, Patanjali, ParaSara, Pitamaha, Bodhayana, Brahma-

$ambhu, Bhojaraja, Maya, Yajfiavalkya, Ramakantha, Varuna,

Vasistha, Sadyojyotis and SomaSambhu.

The various works quoted by name are : Ajita, Uttaragargya,

Kalottara, Kalottaratika, Kirana, Kurma, Gautamiya, Candraj-

fiana, TattvaprakaSa, Tattvasagara, Tattvasiddhi, Devya matam,

Naradiyam, Narayapiyam, Nyaya, Para, Pihgalamatam, Purapa,

Paurusa, Pauskara, Pratisfhapaddhati, Pratisthasamuccaya,

Prapancasara, Prayogamanjari, Brahma, Bhagavadgita. Bhojend-

rapaddhati, Mantravyakarana, Makutottara, Maiijari, Matariga,

Manendra, MohaSurottara, Yogasivapaddhati, Yoganusasana,

Ratnatraya, Lambita, Vatula, Vatulottara, Vijaya, Vlra, Vaisnava,

Sivadharma, Sivagama, Sruti, SattrimsattattvaUddhi, Sarvajnanas-

amudra, Sarddhatrisatika, Sansanika, Skanda, Smrti, Svaccbanda-

bhairava and Svayambhuva.

(1) Prayogomanjari often called Manjari is a very popular
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work on Tantra consisting of 21 Patalas summarising Saivagmas.

It deals with the rites for renovation of damaged temples and

consecration of the idols of the different deities. The author of

this work was a Namputiri Brahmin called Ravi. His father was

A;|amurti and the name of his grandfather has been given as

Bhavatrata. He belonged to Mathara family. Further it is

revealed that his tulelary deity was sasta of Cemparakkulangara.

This information is supplied by the following stanzas occurring at

the beginning of the work.

fasJTpRrertiTTRSjS'T;

^Twnit^srw

#n Tfacrr ^f?r:

spfppr^Tft «tt*t w'Tf^n'l^^rr n

The fact that the work is a summary of Saivagamas is ex-

plained by the author as follows :

^ l *td T >T ^T^ft ST ^ %

*T iftSTFf I

TrcrfsT *R®br

cFTTf'T TTftrr: I

pnrTfa stgft JT^TrfcrfsmF^tfw

ftmrUTTTST fafiiHpJ'TSTteT ffTT^T: fo*TT:

^TfsiCEr gctsrfir rm^r fafiptr u

In the first stanza the author expresses his limitation and in

the next he explains the nature of the work as an epitome of

Tantras. The work is utilised by the Kerala priests very much

and naturally manuscripts are available in several old families.

To get an idea of the text some instances may be noted.

trcrt STc!T»TvrT?5Tcf SRjfotfWt 3^

tjcurcnfcr ^ i

5tst TtfegorrcdHr ^ 3**^1 ^ ^’rt 5^-

sj frn 3TT ?T STTiTtfiTrTFT II
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^ ^fr»mre*Tfcr fsrf^rr: ijanspfr

«TT£Rr i^iwt oznfaerR

arftrsrcFmfarr fretf w^t sjrofcr ii
' X

fen^f^FTg fasmr ^srr-

*rmrer srrwfcf^ i

qte*^ sT^nTfa <pt srfcr n

In these stanzas the author deals with the Bhutas installed in

the temple campus for the protection of the shrine. In the first

stanza it is said that numerous are the Bhutas. In the second

verse the places assigned to them are noted while in the third the

mode of offering to these minor deities is mentioned. The author

must nave flourished in the 11th century A.D. This useful work

remains unpublished though it has been quoted by later writers

profusely.

There is also an unpublished commentary on Prayogamanjari

styled Pradyota. It is composed by Trivikrama, the son of

Narayana. It is assigned to the 15th century A.D. The following

stanzas occuring at the beginning of the work reveal the parent-

age of the author as well as the scope of the commentary.

3TT? TTCf^>^JTRTq^TcT?T^: I

si sqwri f# n

q«nnfcr i

O C N

STffdT StimT ST^ffT^ sftOTT II

The Pradyota commentator has given some information

about Ravi, the author of Prayogamanjari. It seems that he has

personally known the author of Manjarl The village of the

author given as Sivapura has been identified by the commentator
as ‘Cokira* in Kerala and known in later literature as Sukapura.

Many early works are referred by the commentator in his treatise

and it contains much historical information on ancient Kerala.
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(2)
Tattvaprakasa

The Tattvaprakasa is a rare ancient work on the Saiva system

of philosophy divided into six sections called Paricchedas. The

author of the work is king Bhojadeva. The work is cited as

authority in the Saivadarsana s»ction of the Sarvadarsanasan-

graha. There is a commentary on the work by a Keralite scholar

named Snkumara. The commentary styled Tatparyadipika gives

adequate explanation of the text and cites a number of ancient

authorities including the author of ISanagurudevapadhhati. The

work begins as follows :

amt HcRflfer: 5PT: 3nrcf: I

3PTfrT gpT^F3r>f w

The last stanza of the work mentions the name of the author

as follows :

*r: 11

In the first section the three principles of Pasu-pati-pasa are

discussed in detail. The second section is called Suddhavinir-

naya. The third deals with Suddhasuddhavinirnaya. The fourth

section is devoted to Asuddhavargavinirnaya. The brief section

w.iich forms the fifth is styled Samanyavada. The last and sixth

is called Nivrtti. The work provides a comprehensive account of

the Saiva philosophical sjstem as found in the Saivagama, des-

cribing mainly the categories of Pati (the lord), Pasu (the beings)

and Pasa (the bonds). The author also seeks to explain the

different kinds of metaphysical and other categories as accepted

by the Saixa philosophy. The most important category is Siva

who is regarded as consciousness ; by which the Saivas understand

combined knowledge and action. In short, the work gives a good

exposition of the cardinal tenets of the Saiva philosophical

system.

Siikumara, the commentator has quoted profusely from

ancient authorities in his exposition of the text of Bhoja. He

begins the commentary as follows :
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3Tfa=T %9f ^ ?TT^f)TT I

a’csrsr^ra'^rm^f'TfT *t*ct ii

In these lines the commentator has given the name of the com-

mentary as tatparyadipika. Towards the end of the treatise he

eulogises Bhoja the author of the text in glowing terms and con-

cludes the work as follows :

5T^5rrcnr i

sfasfta^cprrfer: *r fw’pntf-

fvmxr ftmrmq- n

«rfaiPni<3d€i i

srf^nzT *PeT TrT *RT*cfeT M

In a colophon it is stated that Srikumara the commentator is the

son of Sankara of the Bharadvajagotra. The work by Bhoja and

the commentary there on are published as No. 68 in the Trivan-

drum Sanskrit Series by T. Ganapathi Sastri in the year 1920.

(3) Narayaniya

The work called Narayaniya is referred to by the author in

the fortyfirst section of the treatise as follows :

3t«t i

ere 5r>tst 3gar n

^r.ofl rTcwifaw i

The work is also known as Visanarayaniyam in Kerala. The name

given by Narayana, the author, is Tantrasarasangraha and it is

published by Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras

in the year 1950. The work altogether consists of thirty two

sections called Patalas. The treatise begins with the following

stanzas.

faguHmft snfr i

sn>r«r fsrtsrr 35T ^fr^'tq'^rftvr: n
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fwoft»nferr#'«T: II

From these stanzas it is clear that the work is only a compendium

based on several authorities. The stanzas also justify the titles

Tantrasarasarigraha. Towards the end of the work the author

informs us that he is a Keralite. He belonged to the village

Sivapura on the banks of the river Nila. Narayana was his

father and the name of his mother was Uma. He had a sister

Gauri and an uncle named Parameswara. The last three stanzas

of the work reveal that it consists of two thousand stanzas besides

suggesting the competence of the author in the subject.

trpft fsprrm fsraryc

UTtflWT 'TfafsPT«mT JTFTTfT *ftft ^RTTo

fr^r: PuntO wnrwrff: n

atl»fl-°4 THl^T ^JTfalfaJT?Rfi35T %«T: I

^?T SPlt#

facq'grtR' cF^fasi •TRltpipT II

The last and final stanza of the work contains a Phalasruti

detailing the scope and aim of the work besides enumerating the

benefits conferred on the readers.

fTTirrr RTRmufrzr stsstth: jt: i

HSTT^iOT^Ttr: *r ?rf% ^rfwo

The first ten Patalas are devoted to toxicology. In the next

four the author has given an account of the subject of graha-

pidas ; evil-effects of the planets, and the ways for getting over

the ill-effects. This portion also deals with mental disease. The

fifteenth and sixteenth sections deal with various painful bodily

ailments and Tantrika treatment for them. The next three

sections (17-19) enumerate the evil magic resorted to by mis-

chievous persons to harm their enemies. The remedies for such

acts are given here. The last thirteen chapters are devoted to
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Kamika Karinas. In this portion the author has comprehensively
compressed the Mantras and the devotional aspects of all the

deities (with their ultimate effects) and their benevolent effects by
reciting them.

It is almost definite that Isanasiva has drawn upon this work
in dealing with toxicology in his compendium. A comparative
study of the two works will make this evident. A single instance
alone is cited here to show how he has drawn on his predecessor
from Kerala. The thirtieth section of Tantrasarasarigraha deals
with the treatment of animals like cow etc. It is entitled ‘Gava-
dipa tala’. The section begins with the treatment of cows as
follows (vide p. 437 of the Madras edition).

?f7sTT fq~qT qqwfaqr I

'fair <iRr qqigTR’jRrq n 1

sftt qisi qqqtqsqqgqq i

rT^T ’Tfcf qRite qlfqqfqqqq n 2

qfaq 5RRq: |

q^qfa? q|qiq q'Ftqiq qqiq || 3

qqi stoq; qqwtaqrq 1

grqf ii qrOq- qTqifT qigq
11 %

^ein<j5?rr q^mt qqq efftrfciq *qq 1

qiq^q cf qq |tr: it 5

q|5RftqTTf??q>sfrq: 55 ||

qq fqfeqqrreqT: 3TRTT q;f?qq q$r 11

The fortyninth section of isanasivagurudevapaddhati begins

with the treatment of cows. The author has taken his predeces-

sor Narayana as his authority. Based on the above stanzas he

enumerates the treatment to be given as follows :

^RnfEKeRT ?if% qm fqsqtqR q«n I

fWTT q'tq '^qq II ]

fq^TT fqqiq qrsi^q quqrqqqgqt 1

qiqq? qf 5 qra# qrfaqqf stiitt 11 2

qrFq%?qq sftt Tlf^qqi q qqi^qq 1

q)q |?qiq qqfsRqfqqRqjq qqm 11 3
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^ f*I5*«* sta*^ 1

spiffs 5w n 4

sr^refartTi fs^ftsfar: $5 ii

<pf^ ftrftrwi ntosn* *«** n$r n

Similarly the entire section dealing with the treatment of

animals" ^s
^
formulated o„ the basis of the earlier fax. by

Narayapa.

(4) Prapancasara

Another important work on Mantrasastra called Prapanca-

sara is quoted thrice in the course of the treatise. The allowing

are the references.

srr^it urn wUnnii

5nro:^HR4jf«i3T
1

atsftefSPP^t =ft'3uf;T ^3TTTr^T: 9JI»3WT. II

Sfq^^lf^qrT 5fl«RT <1

Prapaficasara is I work on Mantrasastra and it includes

various topics so as to form an encyclopaedia within the thirty-

two chapters. The authorship is attributed to the great Sankar-

acarya, the proponder of Advaita system of philosophy. The

work is popular not only in Kerala but also in other parts of the

country. It has been commented upon by various authoritative

Snhiects like the origin of sound, its power,
commentators, subjects uw lu e

purpose ere., are described in it since In Mantrasastra. Akjaras

are important. The concept of Sabdabrahma ,s enumetated ,n

the beginning of the text.

jjsrmmer 4*5

<T9^Tcf TOT'CW jJag^jnBRVBIT I

In the above stanza the origin of sound from the MOIadhara

and its gradual development through the vartous places of

articulation are menttoned. The follotving verses occurring

the end of the text shed light on the content ol the treatise.
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faWtaaq qqfli i

^prera trmsnapr

w spnfa q^q qqqrfeqq: u

??«f ^sr$?raTfa$f?rfafq-

^TrTSrRT tTS«T-

^ttstpts vpf'jq^^fsrq-

JSTfaqqta^q: I

*PT?q? ^TfqqfqfWq 5iq-
> «

sqiqiun^qirir*

fqwfsfopr q^qqqxfq qnr?ra a
N

qftpftsq qq^: l

There are numerous commentaries on the work, lhey

include : Tattvadipika of INagasvami, Pradipa of Narayana ;

VijnanadyotiDi of Trivikrama ;
Vivarana of Padmapada

; Samba-

ndhadipika of Uttamabodha ;
SaradipinI of Satyananda

;

Sarasahgraha of Nityananda and some of anonymous authorship

like Padarthadipika. Some of the commentators nave mentioned

the greatness of their original author. For instance, Uttamabodha

the author of Sambandhadipika states :

tfl ftarranT Tfafqqqq

rpqqpqT q|trrr-

^qirrq qq^q^qsprfafa-

qcfqt ft«qwr: WPT i

q q*sqt jqqfq qjqqiq

rpqqre fqflsr

5t srfqrsq

qmqtqiq^q n

In this stanza the author takes Sankara to be an incarnation

Siva, the propounder of Agamas.

The following stanzas occuring at the end of the Vijfianodyotini

commentary of Trivikrama bring out the worth of the text. They

also give the name of the commentator, the term “Krantatriloka-
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hvaya” standing for Trivikrama, the name of whose father being

given as Narayana.

»nft «T4^r:

9TPcnc*ra?a?tr ^ i

fSTEsr^ SJKTT? qi?f5T5T>

^T?cTfWWT^|iT
;

II

£t%4 jsfrefftsrc^T-

^rfstjfjni^TaV-

5tra\^JTfT4t;cfrfjT^4-

f^»T?eq:iiTt ?tcrm

ITTWT

ytoTMtq'w-

qqt HwgsrafT: terror

»Tf.vTTfasR ^JT: l|

It is only natural that such an authoritative work like

Prapancasara is drawn upon by Isanasiva, especially in dealing

with the origin and development of sound in the first part of his

treatise.

Versatility of the author

A close study of Isanasivagurudevapaddhati would reveal the

versatility of the Kerala scholar who made a substantial contri-

bution of the Taotric literature. He has referred to by name

fifteen scholars whose works formed the basis of his own writings.

The total number of works that he refers to is over sixty. These

works belong to diverse fields of study like Tantra, Purana,

Jyoti§a, Ayurveda, Kalpa, Dharmasastra, Smrti literature Yoga-

sastra, Vyakarana, Cchandas and Saivagamas.

The proficiency of the author in Saivagamas is really remark-

able and he has quoted from a wide range of texts belonging to

that realm of literature. A majority of works quoted by him
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belongs to Tantra and Agama fields of study. But his attention

is not confined to the ritualistic aspect of the temple. He has

dealt with the architectural aspects too like a master architect

referring to various styles like Nagara, Dravida and Vesara. In

dealing with medicines, sorcery etc : his scope is lather limited.

But then his treatment of classical metres is wonderful. He has

introduced a good number of metres not met with in standard

work on prosody. His source in this connection is not revealed,

though he must have had some text before him.

He is not just a compiler. His poetic talent is obvious. The

stanzas describing the various aspects of deities are remarkable

for their poetic qualities and aesthetic sensibility. He is often

influenced by poets like Kalidasa and others in dealing with

various portions.

An encyclopaedic work

The work is of an encyclopaedic nature giving short but

reliable accounts of a wide range of topics. The author has

collected his materials from authoritative sources. In dealing

with the ritualistic aspects his practical experience has stood him

in good stead. He is at home in dealing with the temple rituals

of Kerala. His first hand knowledge of the daily rituals ot

Kerala temples and acqunintance with the modes of festivals

have enhanced the value of the work considerably. The fact that

he is quoted as an authority in later times by the authors of

Tantric treatises shows the merit of his treatment of the subject

which is of special interest to the lovers of Kerala culture.

A detailed study of the work would yield much hitherto un-

known information on the Tantric and ritualistic aspects of

Kerala temples. An attempt is made in the following pages to

give a brief account of the contents of the work spread over 119

Pajalas, so as to serve as an introduction.
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ISANASlVAGURUDEVAPADDHATI

CONTENTS

Tantrapaddhati also known as Jsanasivagurudevapaddhati is

divided into four parts, namely, (1) Samanyapada; (2) Mantrapada,
(3) Kriyapada and (4 Yogapada. Of these, the first two form
Purvardha or the former half and the last two the Uttarardha or
the latter half. The work is divided into numerous sections called

Patalas. The subjects dealt with include the hymns on the various
deities; Japa; Homa and other religious rites to be carried out to

please them and derive benefits; the means of their attainment; their

application for averting the evil effects of poison; malicious plants
and diseases; the use of medicines; the properties of medicinal herbs;
the science of magic; the construction of temples; vimanas; consecra-
tion of idols; modes of worship; details of festivals and other allied

topics. The treatment is so elaborate that the work consists of
nearly 18,000 stanzas in various metres and divided into a total of
119 Patalas of varying length.

The first publication of the the text by T. Ganpati Sastri

is printed in four volumes. These volumes contain the four Padas
of the work in the following mode of arrangement.

Vol. I. Samanyapada contains 1— 14 Pajalas

Vol. II Mantrapada contains 15—52 Patalas

Vol. III. Kriyapada contains 1—30 Patalas

Vol. IV. Kriyapada includes 31—64 Patalas and Yoga-
pada 1—3 Patalas

In other words Samanyapada consists of 14 Pa! alas; and Mantra-
pada contains 38 Patalas. Thus the first part or Purvardha of the

treatise consists of a total of 14+38=52 Patalas. Kriyapada, the

biggest of the four sections, consists of 64 Patalas while yogapada,

the shortest contains only 3 chapters. Thus the second part or

Uttaradha includes 64+3 = 67 Patalas. The whole work is thus

planned into 1 19 well-divided sections. Each of the four Padas is

concceived as a separate unit by the author.
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i.
sAmAnyapAda

As already noticed this sect^

(1) The first Patala or S“‘“°
the author.

Srfl^'rroTLt'poatio enutneratton of the scope of fire

?„,k de ailing the various subjects dealt with in the treat,se.

"tfior states chat he is composing Tan,rapaddh™ after

consulting a good number of ^"no other literary

«•«“™ be

“7re

d

. Tis like

q
Bhogava.,. the bed of

aid to comprehe J too short nor too .ong, vane-

Vi5?u since it is clear, straigh
, beautiful woman

gated and abounding in quahties. I s like

a^^
having embellishments and always r

«
restoring the dead to

^ HkeSaftjiVl^ ^
life since it contains the ren

Dandaniti - the system

by poison, disease, evil magic, etc. £* lt is

of judicature giving the various m 0
evils . lt is

like the from of Vi§nu since u «
°

whQ is always SUrrounded by

like the autumnal Reason of

a fortified place accessible

Mantras, gods and Kalpas.
It is like the age

only to those who are conversant wi
f Dharmatanaya

ofKat, following Dvapara after

? finance of the creator

(Yudhisthira) to the heaven 1. . I ^ providi„g

providing d,®er'nt ° J

ans „f knowledge. I his idea is beautifully

Mowing imes which form a good introduction to

the whole work.

fqfWT^T
>

snnt
1

fwt. *** "
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'TT'Tl
I

^TfiroR^Eet sprerfor u

fa<rofmr<fat srsm't'm^fsT^iT
,

^r^HfEr«rr^fttrt „

'[rRT^T^TftGJSJT^TCt fq^srupif
|

Hfq- TTttmPTTfa^T rr«TT ^FfT
II

*f3f*c4ffirg’wt t^#5^ifT ctwhu i

^rI^?rif?fre'T5^r ?R? ?fIWt 2T«TI ||

PrsrH^nrnhf^Rnn^t <r*rfcra:
i

JT?5ff i^fwf^TTUT
II

fafasmt ^JTcr^^jfifiir^:
(

^fasra^f^i irfinfar n

qTfs^fasTRTO f*r?RT!Tsm#g'cTm
i

^grrnwimt f«reftfipr q^rou
«T«l»T ^q^fam?T¥r<JTTiT

|

gffT »T3|^t ^rerfalT II

5IT?lf?ir»TS cr3:^3Rrf|
:

q-sq-j
|

SI5*ra7%«rf ffa<T?T II

HteTSSTERY <McT spftfaq ||

The author defines Mantra quoting the authority of a treatise called
Ratnatrya as fallows :

*tH5TT?t n^aimmiTTcT *ranm»RT^ i

ff ETfiroff ||

According to the view the word Mantra connotes ‘that which saves
the beings from the cycle of birth and death once it is meditated
Upon’. The alphabet of the same is called ‘Matrka’. Mantra is of
four types, viz., Blja consisting of a single syllable; Bijamantra not
exceeding ten syllables; Mantra consisting of less than tweniy sylla-

bles and Malamantra having more than twenty syllables. The first

three arc effective respectively in childhoad, youth, and old age
while the last one is always effective.
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Now the author deals with Svaradhikara—the section for

vowels used in mantras They are produced from Sakti which

becomes Bindu, Nada and Rava. There are four stages for Bindu

which are given in the reverse order as Vaikharl, Madhyama,

Pasyanti and Suksma, the last mentioned being produced from

Kundalini. From Saktibija sixteen vowels are produced which are

called Kalas.

Now the section for consonants is enunciated and they are

enumerated as fifty.

q3^T5f|?T"TT ^T. I

qrrcq: <T3^f%5TT'q’i li

The next section is called Sahketa dealing with some technical

terms. According to the author everything in the universe is

conceived in alphabets.

mcPPUTT II

Fifty consonants represent fifty forms of Rudra, Pranava is Siva;

the alphabet ‘ka’ is Brahman; Aksaras represent numbers when

technically used; the names of the metres are many; tattvas are

thirtysix etc. The author concludes the first Patala stating that

Pranava is like the seed of a big tree, from which the whole unive-

rse springs up.

(2) The second • atala enumerates several concepts which are

common to works on Tantra. There are sections, for the apprecia-

tion of the nature of Rudras, Rudra ; akti; Visnumurtis Vi$nusaktis

and herbs, each of them numbering fifty. Then follows the enume-

ration of thirty six kalas, sixteen Pranavakalas, the places of

Lipinyasa, Atika and Suddhalipis. Various Nyasas like Srikaniha

with Sakti, Trapanca, Yaga, Samrddhi, KsobhanI, M ilini, Vagvad-

ini and Kesava are given in detail. Sixteen Upacnras or modes of
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worship are then given followed by a detailed mode of worship

of Lips or alphabets in a Tantric diagram. The section concludes

with a statement about the benefits accuring to the follower of the

system.

In the course of the enumeration of these concepts the form of

the goddess to be meditated upon is also provided. For instance,

goddess Sarasvatl in Samrddhinyasa is to be conceived as

follows :

The goddess conceived as Samksobhani in a different way is repre-

sented as follows :

stsnft qrerrsfSr 3?^,

Similarly the different conceptions of the deities to be meditated

upon are given in this section.

(3) The third Patala enumerates Svarodaya, Svaramurti and

Aksaramurti. Pach of the vowels and consonats in a Tantric

diagram is supposed to belong to a category like colour,

etc. The author states that a Sadhaka without such knowledge is

like a physician ignorant of the properties of medieval herbs or like

one trying to ride an elephant in rut without knowing its intoxica-

ted state.

SPTtT: I

»pt 'ranmaifft

c ^

fsmsrfasrT
-

WRcft *r: 11
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H 33f% *I«T $3Tf %f3T3>: 3TET3% 37 II

The time of the origin of the sound is to betaken into account.

Each of the syllables possesses a particular form and colour. This

knowledge is to be imparted by the preceptor only to a worthy

follower. This section is based on an earlier treaties called

Tattvasagara.

(4) The fourth Patala deals with the varieties of mantras which

are three fold -masculine, feminine and neuter. The first variety

ends with the word ‘sviha’, the second concludes with the term

‘namah’ and the third without these endings. This classification is

given by an authority called Gautama. The first variety is to be

used is secrecy; the second in hypnotising people; and the third for

other purposes. Another work called Mantravyakarana also is

drawn upon by our author to compile this section. He states :

*i&5«mpprtr«*T: ?3r^T3TT 3 3%W: i

% q<r?tS3T: fsr^TT: sfa?T II

r>ef 3T33T3’iTf?3f%: 333%f33T I

jfamfa 3«rr srtfct
=3 n

(5) The fifth Patala deals with the appropriate modes o.

using the mantras. The first section called Pallavadyadhikara

directs how to pronounce the mantras to gain one’s end. There

are six ways of using the mantra along with the name of the

Sadhya. They are Pallava, Yoga, Rodha, Grathana, Samputaka

and Vidarbhana. For instance in Samputaka the names are to be

incorporated within the Mantra employed for the purpose. The

next instruction concerns the place of action. Unless the proper

place is selected, the desired effect would not be produced. For

instance, in performing sorcery an auspicious place will not be

useful. The author states :

3tfa=3Rf3trl 5 3^33731 f3£T3T?lT3
!3 73T33%33%3T: I

3PT^5fT%r 33T33rf33 3T^r5T3Tlf3 3c5t%3t II

In the next topic called Kaladhikara, the specific time for the rite

is enumerated. For this purpose a day is divided into six seasons

irrespective of the actual season in common parlance.
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T^ft spffaft I

srfTRrfg- qfNift ffRT?rrf^Ti?nwf?cft fen^nfrr? n

f»rf|XT?cT^T^ 5 fasrfa: qfc^r: fgrefts?fr i

irm qfc3n?§ srfsn:: snfrfa axSRrnre'taPT n

Dravyadhikara enumerates the various objects required for the

respective rites. The auspicious day for the various acts is fixed in

the Dinadhikara. The seat to be occupied by the Sadhaka is also

specified. It is to be fixed according to the nature of the rites. It

is said :

3TF4 grcft JRT^ 5PT STFPTTfipfT,

9TRr' TOtPT t

£ ?rq^T%sPTTr%qm^'t'ir

?qr5®rf?d% II

The author has given details in these matters mostly based on

Tattvasagara.

(6) The sixth Patala deals with a variety of Tantric diagrams

as well as types sacrificial fire pits.

snrfrrrfosTfq ^ rr^Tfr sRfarsrRrrJw d<r i

qrfd trfaarfa- htjpp ttfsp^r wwrf*r q«mraHir iios -V

The section deals with Tantric diagrams like Caturasra, Pancakona,

Bhadraka, Sarvatobhadra, Parvatikantaprasada, Latalihgodbhava,

Paficabrahamandala, Svastikabja, Svastikasarvatobhadra Cakrabija,

Dalabheda, Dalabheda, Mayacakra, Tripuramandala, and

Lingodarasandohamala. Each of these varieties is to be made

according to the need of the rite. The measurements and the

shapes are closely described in the section. These are applicable to

both sacri^cial fire pits as well as Tantric diagrams In dealing

with this section authorities like Bhojaraja, Ajita, Tattvasagara,

and Brhatkalottara are qnoted. It is expressly stated that the

author has consulted texts on Saivagama for compling this

section.

^fcT STSTFTcr:
|

srgsrr fwq- fafasrPT
i

(7) The seventh Patala deals with sacrificial utensils such as
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ladle, sticks for kindling fire, sacred grass, oblation, and the size

and measurements of sacrificial vessels. The types of wood to be

used for making these uteslis are specified. Quoting the authority

of Pauskara, the author states that utensils can be made of gold,

silver or copper, the derived merits being of the same order.

(8) In the eighth Patala the topics dealt with are the invocation

of the deity to grace the seat ;
offering of oblations ;

giving of water

for washing the feet, bathing the deity and adorning with garments ;

offering of flowers and incense ;
giving usual oblation and modes

of worship. The worship is of three kinds Uttama, Madhyama

and Adhama. In the first type, sixteen modes are given while in

the second, ten modes are employed. In the last type only five

modes are used.

qjhStRT I

q^>r^n;faf?jAr h’ft-

carrat n

There are three varieties of oblations such as Saiva, §ak(a and

Vai?nava for which six or eight objects are given. The deity is

ceremonially bathed removing the garlands used on the previous day

and fresh garments are put on the deity. A variety of selected

flowers used for the worship and incense and lamp arc offered

before the idol. The offering of coocked rice and pudding are

made every day. Fruits and other articles are also used for this

purpose. The idol is taken around the shrine at the time of giving

oblations to attending deities.

(9) The ninth Pa/ala prescribes the two types of purification

by taking bath. One may perform this purification in cold water

or smear ashes all over the body for the purpose. The firs t type

is called Varuna, while the second is called Agneya. In taking bat

in water, the Sadhaka shall observe the principles or purification

prescribed in the var.ous Dharmasutras. Before taking the

second type of purification the first one also is to be taken.

The goddess to be worshipped possesses a cosm.c form.

Different branches of knowledge form her limbs and represent her

actions.
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fvr«TT sisssrrcw'

^cTRISFTT: ?3f?r54?t ^ q^ I

qrq: sift) fqwRTfqr srare

W^TT ^SrfrfsSSfT =q II

g fafaffcfRgwri

qwFqf5*Tt sr;r%9ftq i

fqnrfq^Rfl^rq^TFn

^gqfPHTgpnTq u

irteiHT^qm^i^rq %^t,

%^T?cr: RTFqT^r qlqrrm i

sflq snw ^rfq iFTrcg qwi:,

sq wtt: ^qr^qrrfarqqiq: n

qq^qt qq^T fiqfasq,

eqrcqT Mf qraqq fit qqisf : i

tfsirterc e^iipiT fqirqm,

fifi=req;ft 3t^Tqftrfe|fft: ii

(10) The tenth Patala is devoted to the purificatory cere-

monies. This has reference to the Sadhaka or the one who wishes

to attain the desired ends. In explaining the concept, authorities

like Brahmasamdhu and Srlkalottara are frequently quoted. The

purification is both physical and mental. It is made clear by the

concluding stanza of the section :

?iff qftmfqqrq: %q*r wmsf :,

sroqffr qfop: Jpqrfacj urftrq i

flfagfaffTi? fTTJflT^Tfqgf®:,

irfqfErqrgqfq'^t fir *r% ftqreftsflr n

Bathing in water is not enough to purify the body. Internal

blemishes should also be removed. For that chanting of hymns,

meditation upon deities, yogic practices etc., are needed.

(11) The eleventh Patala deals with Vastupuja, the ceremony

of propitiating the lord of the house-site or site chosen for the

location of temples and other sacred construction. This is inteded

for the benefit of the householder. The lord of site is in fact a
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huge demon who lies in the ground extending his hand and legs and
placing his face down. It is said :

D$tt3 I ^ i fefd'sfq- f^rpTfr^fi
i

It JT«PT fastener II

ITfTtsfNrrot It: JTT I

STrTFT srfttTTt TT^ ^TTtfta^T: ||

Over his huge limbs lie thirty to deitis who are two be pleased. A
spuare diagram is to be drawn on the choosen site. The square

is to be devided into sixty four segments if Brahmins do the worship
and it should be divided into one hundered and twenty-eight if kings

and others are to do the worship. Oblations of cooked rice etc.,

are to be pieced in the respective divisions of the square.

Brahmins are entitled to perform Vastuhoma—a kind of

sacrificial ritual especially in connection with the house warming

ceremony. In fact there are three kinds of worship in this connec-

tion. They are Puja, Bali and Homa. It is said :

tarnrerififtfir jfrftsfq- ^ i

This type of ceremony may be held in the case of new houses,

temples, sacrificial places etc.

smrrl q-^rPr JTPrmsf.

f^T 3 era: I

^rfq- =* JTPrPTr 3 'rfr?: ethtotS:,

srfl^bT ^ nsl artta n

Vedic hymns are freely adapted as Mantras for the purpose.

The following lines specify this.

I# ?%?*nfoTT 3 ^rflsrr i

3H?T 9T^Hk«TTfeJlT II

This shows how Vedic passages are utilized in connection with

domestic as well as temple rituals.

(12) This section deals with Ankurarpana—the sowing of

seeds on the site of the ritual or festival. Only fertile land should

be selected for temples or sacrificial places. To ascertain this seeds

are sown.
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** 3^ ^ 11

The sowing of seeds should be done five, seven or nine days

before the selected day for the festival. It should be an auspicious

day Beans, seasamuns, rice and other seeds should be boundled

together during night and dipped in milk and water before being

sown the next day. The sowing should be preceded by rituals like

the chanting of Mantras etc. On the appointed day the preceptor

should examine the growth and decide on expiatory ceremonies if

any variety fails to sprout. Depending on the growth or damage

of the sprouts the success or failure can be ascertained.

(13) This section is devoted to Mantradiksa— a ceremonial

vow to be undergone by the preceptor. He should enter the

sacrificial place decorated with festoons and flower garlan s.

After performing worship to the sacred fire he should propitiate

Vighnaraja to ward off obstacles. A diagram should be made with

powder of different colours. It should have division according to

specification. The preceptor as well as his disciple should occupy

their respective places wearing white garments. They should

meditiate upon the goddess in the form of universe Again they

should offer oblations to the sacred fire. The disciple should

purify himself mentally following the instruction of his preceptor.

This kind of Mantradiksa would remove the sin acquired during

seven previous cycles of birth-

(14) The fourteenth and final Patala of the Samanyapada

deals with thirty-two types of sacred fire, other types of Vedic fire,

control of internal veins and Saiva and Vaisnava modes of fire

worship. The section is entirely devoted to the different forms o

fire worship which are conducive to the welfare of the Sadhaka.

Generally speaking the fire worship is of foui kin s, ai i a,

Saiva, Vaisnava and Kamya to bo follotved by people of these eults

respectively.

#f<pp: sm: ^Nft 4^4 ^ ^ "

sppRT9%frT ^4^: II
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The Vedic type of worship is explained by the author following

the authority of Bodhayana. Saivites should meditate upon Siva

while Vaisnavites should follow their own principles.

In compiling this section the author has depended upon

different authorities like texts on Tantra, Vedic rituals and

Saivagamas. This made clear in the last stanza as follows :

5PTPI4?3 4Ttm«T faq544T 5^4 II

With this section the first quarter of the work called

Samanyapada comes to an end. The principles given in this section

are of a general nature. They are equally applicable to Vedic,

domestic and temple rituals in addition to Tantric rites of different

kinds.
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ii. mantrapAda

The second quarter of the work consists of thirty-eight

Patalas from the fifteenth to the fiftysecond. This part of the

treatise is devoted to Mantras relating to different deities. Differ-

ent Yantras are also prescribed to ward off the evil effects of stars,

birds, diseases, poisons etc. Rites for ensuring victory in a battle

elixir to prolong life, means to overcome death etc., also are

prescribed in this section.

(15) The fifteenth Patala is styled Prapancaganapati. Here

the god is identified with Siva himself and is termed as the

source for creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe.

The author states :

srefe? qvmfjRwq *re 'rfatq fare: i

fafet?r srfarra: fare: rr faretq*n 11

Siva has just transformed himself into Gapapati with the face

of an elephant. The god can be meditated upon as occupying

different regions, as for instance, the god dwelling on a mountain

located in the midst of an ocean of the juice of sugracane. He
can be conceived as occupying a Tantric diagram whose eight

regions may be conceived as different places of importance in the

Indian subcontinent.

srrari qqfcfar ^ <f«n frrfa: rere

rfreRT^r sret^n sprefcfar ^tffqivr § qYs*t 1

an^ret as^’rfnfwr «ft^rn=cf faqtrerq

srrnn* fT®req|fa:fa f*rre ct«tt it

There are six different conceptions, of the god known under

different names through all the forms have elephant head. The six

names are Amoda, Pramoda, Sumukha, Durmukha, Vighna and

Vainayaka. The god is in a seated form and on his left lap his

consort (who is only a form of Sakti) is seated. The feminine
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deities are respectively called Siddhi, Kanti, Samrddhi, Madana-

vatl, Klinnaya and Kledanl.

amrtetstr ^ fa^-

fafo ^rfcr: *re;pRft %-

tFmtfvffarai: srfajf^s^tTr. n

All the above forms represent the pleasant mood of the god

indulging in amorous dalliance with his consort. Naturally the

goddess also has to be meditated upon. The author has described

the respective forms of the god as well as bis consorts.

fw^'rnffJTTT-

JTcipit fa >j1 VIfaTR'*TT*TFR 3PTCTI*rfir I

KTeif^tR^t^tT^'iTfasrTei gTifarat

*TH5T 5tfafa^cT II

Food preparation which are dear to the god include Modaka,

Payasa etc. Fruits and flowers favourite to the god are also

enumerated. The author has narrated the proceedings based on

earlier authorities. The section is concluded with the following

stanza.

?cftf tfftRit 5TT^JT«n

<r«n ^ ttfarcTTJiJr ?[fer: i

fafef?: U
t

(16) This section is devoted to some of the aspects of

Ganapati. The main topics dealt with are Mahagapapati,

Siddbavinayaka and Ksipraprasadaganapti. His vehicle is men-

tioned as a huge rat resembling a peak. Mahaganapati is said to

possess ten hands each of them wielding particular weapons.

qranr \

^ m rft xi ssnfsft str^trra u

He bears on his left his consort decorarted with golden

ornaments. Mahiiganesa is to be worshipped for the prosperity

of the Sadhaka.

*nrf5m»p>T ^ rtfopr ^PTranp i
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Siddhavinayaka represents another aspect of the god. In this

form the god possesses only two hands as against the ten noted

above. The god is to be worshipped in the early morning to yield

better benefits. The following stanzas give a good description of

the deity.

snrar: wst: ii

Another form is named as Ucchi$tavighnesa with a short

stature. He bestowes all desires upon the supplicant.

K$ipraprasada is so called since he bestowes boons and

benefits immediately alter the worship. He is compared to the

celestial tree, Kalpavfk$a giving all boons. His form is described,

as :

fen*? snRrs^fcft q: fastaqK: Trfaqlfawm 11

The benefits of worshipping the god include the death of the

enemy, heavy rains, recovery from disease and all round pros-

perity. The various modes of worship are summed up as :

qiqq

9TFcT fRTffq q W IT *T4S fqsqiftmqfsrq: II

(17) The concept of Tripurasakti is explained in detail in

qrqr^fsftqqqifrsq qvjq^cfr

<?F3ft<rct nqgqtowi?qq?si: 1

^ fqsq: sfjqqqqf q^TW:

qr?ft q»q: qrsjsns^sqTq: 1

qHRcq: ijfacr: *T fq*Pi:

jqqt q?qq qrqqcj^qWt 11
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this sectioD. This power identified with Goddess Paarvati is

capable of bestowing all desires to the worshippers.

fqsnsnnretpmFswfaaT Hf

m

qglriR f^rf^ar fa'JW 3tfatnfa*f5T

faqftftrcRfaw sifa?r: qxi ^nsrl u

The power is to be meditated upon as seated in eight

specified regions. Different limbs of the devotee can be conceiv-

ed as seated of the power. A diagram called Tripuracakra can

also be drawn to facilitate the worship. The diagram may be

drawn having eight, twelve and sixteen pejals of lotus respectively

in three lasers from inner to outer circles. Enclosing this circle

there would be square lines with door-like openings in all the four

directions. Letieis of the mantra may be written in the appro-

priate places. This cakra may be diawn on gold silver or copper

plates. The goddess is to be conceived as occupying the amulet.

Hymns enumeiatiug the quality of the power are given for

propitiating the goddess.

cTcqsK

scTcr 5*rt frRq 11

The benefits of the worship are elaborated by the author.

They are the destruction of enemies, intellectual attainment,

fulfilment of desires etc. The section concludes with the

statement

:

faq^q qrmqfiren i

ITTIJ'TTRT MsflfigRfa n

( 18 ) in this sectian the concept of goddess as Vagisvari is

delineated. Three aspects of the deity are explained as Hamsava-

gisvari. Dasak§ari-Vagisvari and Siddha-Vagisvari The first aspect

is stated as :

qflsq OTqRqqf qfSTviTlT I

qqmqqfatr^t qqq ii
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The second aspect as Da£ak§arivaglsvatl is given as a slight

variation of the first concept. A mantra having ten syllables is

added to the conception of the earlier form noted as Hamsavagi£-
varl. Various benefits of reciting this mantra are enumerated by

the author.

The third aspeet as Siddhavagisuarl is described as another

variation of the first power. The benefits are enumerated as

numerous. Proficiency in words is the chief benefit of this

worship. The mode of worship., the mantras to be recited, the

frequency of the hymns, the oblations to be offered etc., are given

in detail.

(19) This chapter is called Srlhrdayam since it deals with

the Mantra propitiating goddess Laksmi. This should be learned

from the mouth of the preceptor.

The nature of the Mantra, the mode of worship, the benefits

accruing etc., are enumerated in a variety of metres. The author

has used the section to illustrate a large numcer of rare metres.

The following are the metres illustrated while describing the

nature of the goddess and modes of worship.

teitt, qszrTrrmr, g^rrarT, gtafeprstT, TOfror, gg--

't^TrftfcT:, fqgsnqfaftfb.', arprWffa:, qcqfqfifffar:,

#cn*fapr, anqiaf^r, srrsq^fw:,

aHqifaqr, f^T, gqfw,
qisTj^, ^?ttj%, star, atg^g, smat, smofr, trfbr-

faranr i

The nature of the mantra, the materials to be used etc., are

prescribed in such a way so as to fit into the pattern of the metre.

The name of the metre also is given. All these above-mentioned

metres are used in elabarating the details of Srihrdaya, likened to

kalpavrksa because of its usefulness.

fcr>r»Tt*TRiTf«ptf srsrat n

(20) The section is again devoted to the propitiation of the
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goddess of prosperity. There are sub-sections like Caturhasti,

Srlrekha and Kamalavasinl. Once again the section illustrates

several metres like :

fqqrq, fqqqqT,

qqgnqyq', qqtrcfqqqT, TfqqqT, qifqqqi, ante:, acqiqte:, q^rct, qqq),

arqqtmr, qqqqT, qhqqj, qfqqT, qqffqqsrqflqqq^ qtbnq,

qqfqqqi, qqqsqr, %qqtft, qsfqqr?, %gqqt, ^fw^q, qfaTqiqT i

The last mentioned metre is illustrated in a stanza that deals

with the enumeration of the benefits,

ffq qrfq^qTfqqtaqqT

faqfecmqKTT f qmqq q: I

srqqfq jqq*q q q q$rft-

qj!qqq;?qqqq qfsqqm n

(21) The section is called Saktipatala. The main topic

dealt with is the different modes of worship in relatation

to Sakti. Details like Caraina, Nyasa, Diksa, Darpapapuja

and Mudra are given. The place of worship varies from house

to burial grounds. Different aspects of the goddess ranging

from pleasant disposition to horrible appearance are mentioned.

The benefits for the Sadhaka range from earthly prosperity to

the attainment of divinity. The portion concludes with the

following statement.

farfaf srfqqfqsjqT qre^ftfq gq: gfqfsqqq i

sn«qq qqfq fqfsqtfqraT qKsft fqqrqqftqteqi: n

^cqqqqqqqiqiqT fqqqqtqfqfisrqTEqqrfqqiTq^ i

jqfqaqrftsrqqqt q<nt gsrar q fq^rfsfeRT: n

The illustration of metres is continued in this section also.

The following are the metres used here :

atqqq^q', qfcqqm, qqqqt, fsrar, q^qr, «rt:, qq), qrft, qjan,

qgqsqT, juK^tfqqr, qi'qqT^Tfeqq?, fqqqqr, fq^fqTqi, spnr-

ftr^qqT, qqq, qqnrqq't, qgfqrftvf), qqftqq^,

f?sqverr, q^gq^n, qqqrfq:, qta#, snfaqt, qiqtfa:, srqxfqqfqq,

q«ft^qT 1

(22) The section is devoted to the description of the goddess

in the form of Tvarita. It represents the form of Gauri in the
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attire of hunter’s woman. Siva appeared as a hunter before

Vijaya (Arjuna) have been pleased by the penance of the latter.

The goddess who accompanied her husband also assumed a

similar form.

f*rsr4?tT I

qT SfttfrT AT cqfaSIWT II

Hence the goddess should be meditated upon in that form

itself.

qiqqt E4UT fafeST I

The Mantra which brings prosperity may be chanted accord-

ing to prescribed rules. There are rituals connected with it. This

sacred mantra should not be given to a neretic or a wicked

person. Only worthy people may be taught this sacred hymn.

xwf «q^iq 4i «i^RR it

The illustration of metres is continued in this section also.

The metres used are :

?<nrrai, v***n, yrfrrafcw,

(,23) Worship of the Goddess forms the subject matter of the

section. Different aspects of the mother deity are stressed.

Goddess Parvati thus assumes the aspects of Nityaklinna,

Vajraprastarini, Nitya, Matrkamalini and Gauri. Nityaklinna

brings about the union of the loving couple in addition to be-

stowing other benefits.

facqfq^pqTqt qra4^rfq fa?q

eqiqq >£i5T^ f atfq n: n

Vajraprastarini is noted as follows :

fe^raisfq giqsn’qr f§

qmtqr f| fq?n u

The benefits of worshipping the Nitya form is enumerated

as

:

facdt sqpmisff^ fa?q

^fwvmq-aftntT q i
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^itn: n

The worship of MatrkamalinI is most beneficial as enumerat-

ed in the following lines :

qtifapf <n»®fcT %cT rlcf^

The aspect called Gauri also proves beneficial to the

devotees. In the concluding stanza the author says that the same

goddess assumes different forms, though basically the divine

power is one and the same.

The illustration of metres is continued in this section also.

The metres used are :

tffMY, srfaaraTT, aamfaat, srtfWt, atgaY, uteri,

srarntn, staTifiaat, aa^afaa^, fa^^aa, afsi^ar,

a^araa^, atar, ara, afipjafa^a: ,
atfaat i

(24) The section is called Paricadurgapatala. Five aspects

of Durga are given here. The goddess is described as all

powerful.

o w

TOtjfr^f^sim^ at sfmm: i

?$afa f| fim ar^Tf^^a mat

asrafa* ar m*§ faf f«ra a: ti

Various forms of worship are suggested for securing different

objects like the death of an enemy winning the favour of a lady,

gaining prosperity, etc. The various metras illustrated in the

section are :

mmTfmrc, fimf^ft i

(24) The section is devoted to the enumeration of the modes

of worship regarding two aspects of the goddess, viz., Vanadurga

and Sulinl. In worshipping the first mentioned form the Sadhaka

should pronounce the following names. The goddess can be
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propitiated as occupying a Tantric diagram, picture, idol or a
spot.

st2t ws-^rT^ft i

^TT ^ WTOTfT’PT II

;T,Tt?rr*toT: ^rretrrnfrfr<e?T«rT?r^r^i?m^
i

f%?f n

The form of the goddess is described as follows :

*r*npre?t at fe'-zmi faw^Tfr |

"fag>3rgRT^Vfaat

tjcfSTfsT^ai |irf q^^T^prsit n

The goddess represents a fierce aspect. She is in the mood
of destroying the enemies like Mahisasura and hence is often
called Mahisasuramardini. Her form is to be meditated upon as

follows :

*nf' epj: Jjfe rr?T*T^f?f

^ svnrft f^i^rff^w'aTmf^a'Tivrra tja: i

stmt at asrat aafam saTsrrfaamn^ret

fa^Rff^qT farest qr? afa^tf?aia
v
u

The other aspect of the goddess is called Sulini. She is often

referred to by names such as AsuramardinT, Vindhyavasini,

Yuddhapriya, etc. Eight Saktis are attributed to her. She is to

meditated upon as follows :

qr^PTTVRRT forct

9ra*raata*f% ff^rfcfa^rq: aaa^fraia^ i

srgaf?f atjtat rntTrsprat aaf^a^ira^t

aqife<r amaar at qRqfsqm u

The section is also made use of to illustrate the following

metres.

fafaaaailf^aaa^, arfSnaT, 5TT|afa^ifaa, aa^ai, aawfa-
^tfaaa^, faaatar, smm, fafesr, aaa^aft, qgqR, sr?aafaa,

HTH^tar i

(26) The section contains mantas to propitiate several
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aspects of the goddess. Vasudhara represents an aspect of the

goddess of prosperity. The form of the goddess for meditation

is given as

:

Tf=^5THI?4TftPr?Tl'7^T ^TfcPTcff tpJPTcT ^OT7T^ II

The Mantra called Bhuhrdaya is to be utilised to secure

riches including landed property. One may even become a king if

one gratifies the goddess. Her form is given as :

fq^sfTTfa^r^'rfV^' trow f*frgi?finnJT n

Other aspects of the goddess described are Triputa,

AkfstiSakti, Annapurpa, and Matangika. The last mentioned

aspect is explained as :

H^FTtqfT^TT ?JTcTT I

Propitiation of these aspects of Saktis brings about prosper-

ity to the Sadhaka. Chanting of Bijaksara, performance of rites

and offering of oblations form the part of the worship. The

illustration of metres is continued here also. The metres used

include :

sprfcPTrft, JTf’JTOTSTT, qrto.^'KT, fJJScft,

qniwfenmr: i

(27) The entire section is devoted to the worship of the sun.

The first item gives the various Mudras to be employed in the

worship. Six of them are enumerated as :

—

Padma, Bimba, Nijthura, Govr§a, Dhenu and Trasanl. Then the

Mantra called Sadaksara is given. It is followed by another

Mantra called Sahgraroavijaya which ensures victory in a battle.

For this the sun is to be worshipped offering oblations and per-

forming sacrificial rites. The Mantra known as Martandabhai-

rava is to be used for securing prosperity of all kinds. The form

of the Sungod to be miditated upon is given as follows :
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?r?r 'TTsrrefsmgwi# wrq;

3T?nf 'TETPPT*! ^ 5Tf4?T II

The benefits of the sun worship include the birth of a son, plenty

of rainfall, destruction of sin, accumulation of wealth etc. It is

said

:

Hftnwrftar^ sr^^sfir i

qrm^r: ^rforfr srfaranr ^rf%cr

fafe srfafefasntt ^ gfapr 1

1

(28) In this section Saivamantras and their usages are

enumerated. The basic Mantra consists of six syllables and exclu-

ding Prapava it becomes five syllables. There is another Mantra

called Saivastaksara having eight syllables. By adding two more

syllables Dasaksaramantra is formed. This is also called

Cinmantra.

Saiva texts like Vatula and Kalottara are cited by the author

in this section. Altogether six Mantras are enumerated as

Mulamantra, Netra mantra, Pancaksara, Sadaksara, A$fak$ara and

Dasaksara.

Srfft ?PTT?ITrT T^f-

SfSTRT: I

rr*TT tTR^T:

ffmwt'rfWr: fafwi: n

(29) Three important §aiva Mantras related respectively to

the concepts of Mrtyuiijaya, Traiyyambaka and Dak$igamurti are

enumerated along with the mode of worship and details of bene-

fits. The nature of the Mrtyunjayamantra and the form of the

deity to be meditated upon are as follows

:

srmstofKnr: i

sfisRTt JT
c
rJp3pft ^ II

tT'RSRJiT'JS^rft' ^5RT5^4mififcT: I

o
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Traiyyambakamantra also called Mrtasanjivana and the god

to be meditated upon may be given as follows :

3|T^: <T^% 3fiTCT
e
<Pra ^

qTfrrSTT ’T^ra^JT'Tf'T I

jwnfcri ^sfEhmftrcrc^r

^r«PPt w: u

The concept of Daksinamurti is different. While Mrtyunjaya

and Traiyyambaka have six and eight hands respectively Daksipa-

murti has only two hands. The Mantra consists of thirtytwo

syllables and there are two stanzas describing the form of the

deity to be worshipped.

fwr' trfaerftRreFq i

o

omwi^st esqr

f^'bTPif arrc^rf^nti si+^r qfsrwr^pftt n

apfqrcftq Ipfp? : ^T3TcrclTEft«l

ozn®TT«T I

5JTST ^STWm^rfc'TtT^fW^T 5n«J^t*>qTg*T

|7FtT fasrf qqrq STVIHcT ffrffT ?f5PJTT^RT^5r^ II

All these three Saivamantras are effective and their respec-

tive benefits are summed up in the following stanza,

j^pspr 'sprfar ^
lp|3

crr?q sprfar i

JTJq'w ?f«T<Jlf5r^ 5»IT5%

qTT^rf qffa StT’T II

(30) The section is devoted to the enumeration of Aghora-

mantra and Aghosastra which have different uses according to

needs. The aspect of Siva having eighteen hands a variety of

weapons is to be drawn on a wall or in a piece of cloth for

worship. Aghorastra is also similary described having eight

hands. Performance of rituals is useful to get rid of diseases of

human beings and animals. It also ensures worldly prosperity.

Another use is the protection of the army and its victory over the

enemies.
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(31) The section deals with several Mantras, as noted in the

following lines :

fa^*P»rsV«nTft ,FT qz$r ^nrwmn

The nature of these Mantras may be briefly indicated as

follows :

fsnr q? *ptfcr: TMtFrra^r i

SfFT TT^TcT ’tcTct II

^TSTtfcW^ 5 artaSTTfnm ll

Pro srm <p?fa5n*rsrcrra5T*r n
>

There are several conceptions of Subrahmariya. He may be

conceived as having one face or six faces and proportionate hands

holding different weapons. Some of the aspects are as follows :

3T grssnsnjsft 5?: I

T^ri^eTf^f^r: ii

pT JJTR> wmt 3T Wfa: fanrnrr: i

TTfawri ^ 11

fa'sT^gvnr: sqq: qsqm^T I

q^jf 5rfqci ^ qnra: ii

qm pi 21= i

3t^q q^sf ?rfqcr sfaw ii

qtfaw q^vrsn fa^gqfa<£isrf3rre* i

fwrrsfq ^njqft sJrq^^qwtsqqr 1

1

The benefits of the worship are said to be numerous. The

Sadhaka would get all worldly prosperity. He would be as

wealthy and influential as Itubera, the lord of riches.

(32) The section is devoted to a variety of subjects. Mantras

to propitiate Sasta, Ksetrapala, Caijdesvara, Indra, Jambhala and

Yaksas like Karnayaksa are enumerated.

5c*r f? 5Ti^: qjfarf femq *rc^qi i

fqrr^qfqsTiqftraqr^q^nT 1

1

Sasta, the son of Siva has four hands holding weapons and

rides a horse or elephant. He is to be conceived as follows :
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3R^TTt cT«TT ^T
C^JJ7^q<irf

swi*h i

*p%crc<«T*f3pr u

STfsqrt ssra i

« N3

^T^^ft^cT^rTST II

rmq ^g^ir q'prwt ^ i

jft5T^5l!T^JTm^n^T5r^»T II

jffcrpF?? gqftw *r&fr?q%rR*r i

srPTcfow sr«Tt kfi wrg^mft'iTta 11

aTr^qrrfffa ^rfa sfsm ^cPT I

cqTc^Tsrr^T 5 9TT^R ^T ffTTOT S%rT II

The god has eight forms which are Gopta, Pingalaksa,

Vlrasena, Sambhava, Tripetra, Sulabhrd, Daksa and Bhlmarupa

each representing a particular aspect of his personality. He is

fond of hunt.

Ksetrapala is installed in the precincts of a temple to protect

the region. There are two stanzas describing his form to be

worshipped. They are as follows :

5t«Tf rq'RqRRR'SRT *T?f sfWllMO 1

aqfaCTftR: sHs^rI n

cJTRT^tsq 3fJTER favppT ^VHT3:3HTf5SPft

spgRtftrr

SR rT II

Candesvaramantra gives prosperity. The worship of Indra

would secure landed property and wealth. The form of the god

is given as follows :

tfanriT I

sert 'fapP?'Tfa^(?r: U

ftfRq;fw?R^isf 1
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5R!TT n^^f^^TtqTTf^TT |

Jambhala, the Yaksa is the lord of the waters. He has three

feet and a big belley. His description is as follows :

^cTT?rrf?*r?f sW 'ftentf snro i
> "O o >

(H H 1

1

fwn? gff^r staler ^ig) rr*Tfa;g^ n

Karnayaksa is again pot-bellied and possess four arms in

which he carries riches. His form is given as :

ERg: qlcT: I

gpft fgrcwrift ii

aren't =cfts#srTf«Tt »JSMtSirpt^ ||

Yaksini protects people from calamities. She would give

knowledge of the past, present and future. Her description is as

follows :

irftiirrir^f^iTr'Trg^ppTR'TrgT i

I^Tcft TI5 5^R II

Worship of this deity is useful in many ways. She would

reveal the good or bad events in dream, destroy rats and other

pests, make animals timid and produce good results.

(33) The whole section is devoted to the description and

efficacies of the Astaksaramantra having eight syllables. The effect

of the hymn is summed up in the last stanza as follows :

?fcT 'RgTgfg 5ft^WT«T^T

^-rfafirnfe^frem msHTsr' tor i

O *\ >

fftRT<JT?R)% nfgcwrsrt srrI

The Brahmins should chant this with Pranava while Sudras

ladies and people of lower castes should use it without Pranava.

Narayana is the deity to be propitiated to acquire the benefits of

the hymn.
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HRt't^^mfaft^rftr^R: ^R<q«4ftfaTt^5Tr: i

arr^qftsftftsr'Rft q>foft?r ft3% setr: 1

9T^‘ ^ =sft 5T5T3T ^ ?ft ^SJ?T rT#: 'TRfRrf|3TRTlT II

ft^rft JRRR Jtftftpftstfl II

In these stanzas a good description of the god is given along

with his several attributes. This is most effective among the

Vaisoavamantras.

(34) Jn this section Srlkara$fak$ara is enumerated. Vijnu, the

lord may be meditated upon by the Sadhaka as follows :

efrTTSEft t’T'Tftft ftfttsrft jpfh*r 1

3WRR qt^<R>f*rfe§*RPP3% II

softer 1

w^^raaRissnft eir^r ^§tftre 11

ftRqftR-RER ftfaqgfjWspr 11

The Mantra is also called Vi$iyuhrdaya. With some modifi-

cation it becomes Gopalakamantra where God Kr$n is worshipped

as a boy. Thefollowing stanzas may be used for meditation.

cqifrfRPJTftRT' qRqRfa5T*R?RPJT 'TtcR^JT I

ST^Wft ft 5T ^REpft

fwi ?hTtft 11

4ftRft*nft 3«T: ?«IRTRTftRtETcT

sarftar 3<rf7|ft^iT5r3^iT?f

ki ftft grtgftfa^niR n

He may be worshipped thrice a day. In the morning the lord

is surrounded by the cowherd damsels ; plays the flute and grazes

the cows. In mid-day he is under a celestial tree surrounded by

sages and celestials. In the evening he is in the Vrndavan garden

performing the Rasa dance with damsels. Thus he may be wors-

hipped in different ways.
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(35) The section is devoted to Nrharimantra. The hymn

praises the incarnation ofVispu as Narasimha. Another aspect

of the god is named as Patalanarasimna. The form of the god for

meditation is given as follows :

ifttrogPre^T^f Rirato i

falT'RW 1

t^fs?Rwa)?4T sm^Tspprf^w n

The worship of Narasimha is beneficial to all. Numerous are

the benefits for the devotee. Patalanarasimha is just another

aspect of the god. The god may be represented in a painting for

worship. Here the god is conceived as the destroyer of Hiranya-

kasipu. On his body the blood and the intestines of the demon

are to be noticed. While two of his hands are engaged in holding

the body of the demon, the other six hands carry different

weapons. The gods pleased by his action of destroying the

demon attend on him enlogising his qualities. Ekaksaramantra

relating to Nrsimha is also very powerful. It destroys the sin of

humans acquired even in previous births. Here (he god may be

drawn in a canvas or carved as an idol having only four hands.

(36) Mahavaraha and Varahaikaksara are the two Mantras

dealt with in this section. The differecce between the two is very

little. The form of the god is described as follows

:

spTSTRfRRJIW I

.^fsf it

<far?rcpf Rfaq ?>tucwt srqrftw n

srfcWTfe'j w II
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The Mantra is useful for acquiring wisdom and poetic talent

in addition to various other benefits.
(37)

The worship of Sudarsana, the disc of Vi$nu is detailed

in this section. A superhuman form is given for the purpose of

meditation.

The benefits of the hymn are many. The Sadbaka will

acquire even superhuman powers. The prowess of the hymn is

described as extraordinary. It often assumes the form of a terrible

demoness especially when it embarks on an act of destruction.

Flame of fire emerges from the mouth of this hideous feminine

form. Dark limbs and burning eyes characterise it.

For the benefit of the common man a Sudarsanayantra also is

described. This amulet will bring good fortune for those who

wear it.

(38)

Trailokyamohanamantra forms the topic of the section.

Vi§nu is the form of Vamana conquered all the three worlds with

his three steps and redeemed it from Mahabali. Hence Vamana

is the deity worshipped in this hymn. As a preliminary rite,

Vi?qm himself is to be propitiated. The form of Vamana is

described as follows :

Numerous benefits are described for the sake of the Sadhaka. He

is to perform the rites depending on the nature of nis desire.

(39)

The section is entitled Vijapratikara since it gives

mantras to counter the effects of poison from snake bites. The

last stanza summarises the contents as follows ;

“I'M*! I

fsrsrm 11

fnr I
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^m>;nrateTf5r i

snHTfr ^5r qtfacnffT fawNiifa u

Serpents belong to four categories—Brahmana, K§atriya, Vaisya

and §Qdra. Their nature, places where they live, the reason for

their bite etc., are described here. All cases of snake bites can-

not be treated. Only after identifying the nature from the circum-

stances one should try to treat the victims. It is said :

crm wic^r firte n

It is believed that snakes have two hundred teeth out of

which fortynine inject poison. The seriousness of the bite

depends upon the number of teeth pressed in the bite. There are

nine Vi$avegas, viz.

fi<HTi tt nsnrjfw ^rrr^t *rw eret it

The physician should ascertain the condition depending on the

omens. The messenger himself suggests the condition of the

victim by his dress, appearance, emotions and actions befitting

the occasion.

The message itself is suggestive. The number of syllabes in the

messages may be taken as indicative of the nature of poison.

Other omens are also described. Since Garuda is the enemy of

snakes, his worship is essential. His form is given in a stanza as

follows

:

f^Rt# ^nfrr II

The author also speaks of Amrtakalas and Visakalas which

increase and decrease respectively in the first half and dark half of

the lunor month. These are located in the different parts of the

body as noted in the stanza cited.
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cT«TT STH* ^ n^f <RT>

Rpfft <J
Wt ^5t: I

?r^% ^«rfa 'jt'TSTfafa'T sffatT^mWT ^T
ijsrfa' sr§T f^^gferidir^tf^TT^ u

By pressing the Amrtakala in a snake bitten body the poison

becomes ineffective and by massaging the Vi$akala the poison can

be controlled from spreading to other regions.

(40) Treatment of the poison of different snakes and insects

forms the subject of this section. Poisons injected by a hooded

serpent ;
Mamjoli, Rajila and other varieties of snakes, scorpion,

rat, spider, mad dog, ants and other insects are defined and mode

of treatment suggested. Appropriate medicines are prescribed

giving details of the herbs. Mantras are also prescribed for the

purpose. It is clear that the author has consulted many treatises

dealing with toxicology in giving shape to the section. He has

admitted his indebtedness as follows :

fatjprq; ti

(41) The section deals with Balacikitsa, the treatment of

children. Babies are troubled by different evil demons causing

convulsions, fever etc. There are various authorities on the

subject. But two lines of treatment are popularly known.

Khadgaravana and Narayaijiya are the two lines adopted here.

cPT stmfafacfrmT: stprt srgtn ii

nswifapT i

JnTPTofHtftRT 1

1

According to the system of Khadgaravana a new bom child is

often affected by evil demons. For the first three days a parti-

cular demon seizes the child. During the next three days it is

another demon. Thus after every unit of three days upto thirty-

six days demons of various nomenclature and propensity continue

to trouble the child. The names of the demons that trouble the

child are given as : Nanda, Sunanda, Putana, Mukhamandika,
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Vilala, Sakunika, Suskangi, Jrmbhika, Anjika, Revati, §ila and

Pdakadahajvara.

These demonic forces trouble children up to the age of twelve,

sixteen or seventeen according to different authorities. A doll

made of mud resembling the size and shape of the child affected

by the demon is to be made and placed in a plantain leaf. Using

particular Mantras Khadgaravana is to be propitiated to ward

off the evil effects from the child

According to a different authority quoted the names of the

demonic forces arc : PapinI, Bhlsani, Jhantali, Kakoli, Simhika,

Phatkarl, Muktakcsi, DandinI, Mahamahisi and Rodini.

These affect the child during the first ten days. Then after

every month a particular demon is likely to cause troubles. The

sequence of the evil force after every month is as follows : Putana,

Makula, GomukhI, Pingala, Hamsika, Pankaja, Sitala, Yamuna,

Kumbhakarnl, Tapasi, RaksasI and Capala. Every year a new

evil force may cause trouble. These forces are named in annual

sequence as foliows : Yatana, Rodini, Cataka, Cancala, DhavanI,

Yamuna, JatavedasI, KalinI, Kala hamsi, DevadutI, Palita,

Vayavi, Yaksini, Munjakamukhi, Vanarl, Bandhavati and Kumari.

All these forces are to be propitiated by offering oblations.

Various deities are to be invoked to protect the different parts of

the child. For instance :

?ffrT qfs^ir qrcra, 1

1

^qfa^rn aqr qinfr: i

qreri^r fwi: qn*5T: n

The various ailments caused by the evil forces during parti-

cular stages of childhood are also enumerated in detail.

(42) The section is devoted to Grahace?(a— the symptoms of

people seized by evil demonic forces. Eighteen such forces are

enumerated.

fq?r
t|$ enrcr: i

stsnqr fawn: fqjTT^WciT: u
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In addition, spirits like Unmada, Apasmara and Brahmaraksasa

also seize people, desirous of being propitiated by oblations or

of a having sexual enjoyment with the victims or with an intent

to kill them. They are either quiet are cruel in their disposition.

Only people of certain conditions are seized by such evil forces.

Those who are angry, intoxicated by joy, frightened, lonely,

separated, deprived of belongings and out of their senses are

afflicted. Similarly women in certain situations like pregnant,

nude, in menstural period, lustful, intoxicated by liquor, walking

the streets alone during night, anointed with oil and despised,

become the target. Such people show unnatural actions and

behave strangely. They emulate the actions of other castes, have

convulsions and suffer loss of consciousness etc.

T'f I

r^f^cu^T ^ 11

TO f{F>T
rd55Hf 1

Remedial measures like treatment with medicines and

Mantras may be tken only after ascertaining the intention of the

force occupying the body of the patient. When gentle methods

like propitation by oblations fail, cruel and hard measures may

be resorted to. In the second category the clay model of the

person may be pierced, cut into pieces and offered as oblation in

sacrifical fire. The evil forces may be chided, chastised and beaten

up to persuade them to leave the body of the affected person.

It is held :

faster U^TVTTJT II

(41) The section is entirely related to the nature of Lhutab-

adha— demoniac possession and its remedies. Mantras of various

kinds are prescribed for the purpose. They are enumerated as

useful in various cases. Accordingly Mantras like Khadgaravana,

SulinI, Vanadurga, Aghorastra, Sudarsana, Nfsimha, Mantraraja,

Aparajita, Vyomavjapi are efiective in dispelling evils from the
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body. Some more hymns like Vajragandharl and Mahapasupata
are given. In the last mentioned hymn §iva is to be meditated

upon in the following form.

cf>"Ti SpT

Another aspect of Siva is called Khatfgaravana having five

heads and ten hands holding a number of weapons. The god is

to be worshipped with the following form.

The various objects to be offered as oblations to the demo-

niac spirits include, coocked rice, seasamum, milk, parched rice,

wheat, corns, flowers, twigs of neem, beans, mustard, curd and

flour prepared as a lump. Often an image of the spirit is made

with the lump of flour and it is pierced with sharp weapons

imitating the act of killing the demon. It is often beaten with a

stick to drive away the spirit.

(44) The section deals with Apasmara or epilepsy which is

often considered as a symptom of the possession of evil spirits.

Medicines for oral consumption and for inhaling purposes are

prescribed. Some of the prescriptions are summed up as

follows :

s&sp spfsr 5 qfaup: f^al: qsw

f^sic^T qs^tsrqi rftWrnr i

ingulf *nf%rr

cfcT q'tcf sra pt«tt qfafcf g^iq^wrr^iq ti
^ c N '

(45) The section deals with Jvaradicikitsa— treatment of

fever and other illnesses. Both medicine and Mantra are pres-

cribed. When the affliction occurs on certain days it becomes

incurable. In certain cases the disease will be cured only after

several days. Fever is classified as of eight types :

WFfTSqt ?9P?RTTfsRSt
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^TTcTTcT fiTWTrT 4TOKf7 I

^farricrr? ?rraf«rerrc ;n?rc%^faf*Pn»nrr n

s^fam^fwffTfe^cfts^faat ^t: ii

The symptoms of each type are given. The fever is often classi-

fied as Vaisijava or Saiva. Proportion of respective deities with

Mantras and rituals is suggested. Jvara is often personified as a

deity with the following form :

^tr f^N' StfarTPrSTcT |

3trrrr5nn^Tr^Tr^?t? fa^TTfefterr n

Medicines for certain other common diseases are aiso prescribed

along with the symytoms of illness. Invocation of presiding deities

is also suggested by the author.

(46) Miscellaneous diseases and their treatment are des-

cribed in this section along with their remedies. Diseases of the

eye, nose, throat, head, ear etc., are detailed here. The following

stanzas sum up certain prescriptions which are efficacious.

ftnrtf srr?*n

TF*rrq7; i

fa 774 ZTsqTWcT HTfajjfrfpr =7

grfatf <K5n»i ^ 75i77fa 7*rr vtrct 7174147 ii

7*7tSTT747)f77rT 7f7tlt7TlT%g,I47tS74T

57741 73,7,TT 177 771 7t77i7 l

77147? STcTJT 'FT'cT cT^etf*TcT:

«7faratf777777tS5574T *7T*7T7i sTS’J: II

(47 j
Abhicara or exorcism is resorted to by people to

destroy their enemies. Magical spells are often employed for

malevalent purposes. Such acts are often called Ksudras. There

are seven types of spells that bring about different effects. There

are enumerated as Stambha, Vidvesa, Uccata, Marana, Bhranti,

Utsadana and Yoga. For effecting these ends, medicines, mantras,

yantras and sacrifices are employed. These may be used against

enemies only.

3r7Tf77TlT: 77^74,17 177T: I

^ 7 k4 K'J*! : II
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^H^grnfsfa: i

fa^fqfatfatfr^r sTTTtFTifassfam n

There are certain principles for the employment of evil

spells. It is said that such acts should not be perpetrated against

Brahmins and kings. These may be used to control desperadoes

and villaineous people as an act of self defence. Before perform-

such rites one should protect oneself from bad effects. Once the

result is achieved the remedial rites should be done.

srefsfa ^ fasr^mt: spfa-facT i

arracfTfa'T ^ 'Ti'T^ifT'i «hfas^rs% spffafo; u

srPtTch^T: T«rt w^n 5 i

fas s*r ffa frrfacffa: tf?T STTST: sfat^TTfafa fo?Etrm l|

Dhumavati, a yorrible demoniac spirit is the presiding deity

to be invoked in the dead of the night preferably in a burial

ground. The ghastly form of the spirit is described as follows :

TtRTOr ^rffT^faw I

jRrfasnrcpTT «t;praT|&T3n^iT

TPTT? STTRsff srfcR^faa^T II

The deity resembles a witch specially on the broom in the hand.

Another deity to be invoked in this connection is Bhairava form

of §iva with ten hands holding different weapons. In this aspect

Siva appears in a terrible form with a body like dark cloud,

reddish hair, wearing the skin of a tiger and serpents entwinning

his arms. In other words he appears as an embodiment of anger.

Yama, the god of death, is often invoked in this connection.

Yamamantra is employed for this purpose. Other mantras like

Aghorastra and Nrsimha are also used for exorcising evil spirits.

Precautions against exorcism also are suggested.

(481 Subjugation by enchantment is often resorted to by

people to gain their ends. Hence Mantras for this purpose are

prescribed in Tantric texts. Lavariamantra is employed for this

puapose. Bhadrakail is the presiding deity of this spell. Others

consider Agni as the diety.
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The following stanzas describe the form of Bhadrakali and Agni

to be meditated upon by the Sadhaka in using the Mantra.

fasn ^ fairer?

tfain grfaimT n

imt: ^ 5Tfact 3T?T*fa ^ I

o

srt<fe<r : n

There are some Mantras used for enchantising. Mahcndra,

Manmatha, Vidya, and Nityakhnna are effective for this pur-

pose. There are certain preparations in the form ot ink and

ointment to achieve this end. It is said by applying the ink on

the eyes, the sadhaka will be able to achieve his desires like

getting hidden treasures, attracting ladies for carnal pleasures etc.

(49) In this section medical treatment of cows forms the

subject. Mantras are also prescribed for the same. Diseases of

the cows and their remedies are enumerated. Some of the diseases

and their treatment are noted as follows :

^ qfcf 1

1

tfYt fqre^T fa^TTT qT5T^ I

*rt 5 ifta# ^cr$r*iTff n

Mantras may be written on leaves or metal plates to be tied on

the neck of the cows to ward off evil effects and diseases. Such

amulets may be tied to cowsheds also for their protection.

(50) The section deals with different substances and their

modifications due to chemical and other reactions. The pre-

paration of asafoetida, camphor, musk and camphor oil are

mentioned. Melting agents of different metals are enumerated

with their modes of preparation.

(51) In this section certain preparations for amusement are

suggested. Methods to cause delusion are prescribed for the

amusement of the people. A wide variety of jugglery is noted here.

Some of the interesting items may be noted here.

5 mim fasrR §

1

^ farnqr *rsqr^f st ii
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3t»tPrt 5 mfacf ?|m>s3^rfnr i

^TTWfttfs^ %?T foTT II

The method to see the sun with his chariot is given in the first

stanza while in the second the means to visualise stars during

day time are mentioned Effecting invisibility is another trick.

By chewing certain leaves one would be able to withstand pain or

heat. The application of certain preparations on hands and legs

would prevent burning eifects of fire. One can save oneself from

the effects of poison by taking some specially prepared pills.

Often antidotes are also noted to cancel the effects of delu-

sion. Several interesting items are mentioned in this chapter for

the amusement of people. People will be astonished to see many

unnatural scenes and effects.

(52) In this section the rites to ensure victory in a battle are

detailed. In the age of Kali one cannot avoid struggle and hence

it is necessary to deal with the subject. Naturally the author

finds justification in discussing this useful topic.

One who desires victory must know the auguries which are

connected with five birds. Each of the five birds are related to

certain syllables and they respectively represent the five stages of

a king like childhood, youth, kingship, old age and death. Enjoy-

ment, march for victory, ruling the kingdom, rest in retirement

and passing away at the end of life are the five activities. The

five birds, the five stages of life and the five activities are interrela-

ted. Hence it is desirable to look for good omens at every stage

of life.

SRpf STH ^ T*r I

rpristtst’ n

One should proceed for battle carefully considering the

auguries. There are certain Mantras which could stupify the

enemy forces. Some Mantras would protect the soldier from

wounds caused by swords and arrows. Another hymn would

prevent the loss of blood from toe wound. Before going to the

warfront one should consult the horoscope to determine the span

of life. If his life span is short he should divide his wealth and
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properties among his family members, perform auspicious rites

and worship tutelary deities. If he has a long span of life he
should take care to protect his limbs with armours and shields.

It is stated :

reiser i

TOWTf: STEreHeT: II

ItaijptsT strata sftro amfifftr: n

f^T spt yinfa ^ i

Depending on the omens it is possible to ascertain the span

of life. If the warrior perceives golden castles in the air he would

die within a year. Seeing of golden trees, distorted form in mirror

etc., would suggest that he would die in a month. The sight of

the shadow of a man in the sky portents a life span of only six

months. Loss of sight, smell etc., would suggest that his death is

nearing. Such a person should prepare for Mahaprasthana

—

departure from the world, after sharing his wealth and doing

auspicious rites for the well-being in life after death.

On the other hand an unhealthy man should take care to

rejuvenate his limbs by drinking elixir and using tonics. Several

means for longevity are prescribed. For this both medicines

and Mantras are useful. Before taking the tonics purgatives

should be taken to clear the bowels. Some of the tonics would

restore youth, prevent graying and baldness.

The following are certain observations.

*r«T*r<T i

SflTTETTSTl 3TTT *TPT II

The first part of the treatise consisting of Samanyap3da and

Mantrapada comes to an end with this section. The author sums

up the contents of the section in the final stanza of the first part

as follows :

fcRcf rr^fera-prf^ipn f^ra^fadi: i

o

tstto ^nrart *B*n—

^ *rsrt ^ ^ trafiRPf n
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hi. kriyapAda

The second part of the work begins with Kriyapada which

consists of sixty-four Patalas. As suggested by the title it deals

with the ritualistic aspect of the Mantras enunciated in the

previous part.

(1) The first Patala deals with Sivasadbhava, Agamaprama-

pya, Tattvamatrka and Vastunirdesa.

The existence of Siva as the supreme power is the main

thesis of the section. It is Siva who enunciated the main

principles of virtue. He is not subjected to the power of Maya.

He is the root cause of the universe both for sustenance and

destruction and is the abject of the means of knowledge like

Pratyaksa, Anumana and Agama. It can be definitely proved that

there is one force called Siva as the agent who is different from

all other forces. It is said :

bpttP? 1

1

fsre: ^ i

3T?c^: % fspl: II

iftf^srch^Tfr: n

The author shows that various schools of thought like Vaisesika

Samkhya, Vedanta, Carvaka and Jaina would have to accept the

existence of Siva as the primordial cause of the universe.

Now the reliability of Agamas is established. Siva himself

proclaimed these Agamas which are mainly classified as Para and

Apara. Under the first category called Para there are twenty-

eight Agamas designated as Sivajnanabheda. There are ten

Agamas beginning with Kamika and eighteen beginning with

Vijaya. These together make twenty eight. The second category

Apara consists of fourteen. There are ten beginning with

Rgveda and four beginning with MImamsa. Both of them to-

gether make fourteen. This second category is often called

Pasujfianabheda as agent Sivajnanabheda. The following passages

tn ay be noted.
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7 fopf: 57^7*J77T775§ 77m: I

apjj^onfa ff 777 7l77>«Tsrf7s^ 11

77: 77Tf7f7f7a77T77: 7177177: I

3T777f7 %71?f 5T77: 57g7fl777: II

?77tf^5rfHE77 7^R77TT9T^: II

From this it is known that Siva gave rise to two kinds of Agamas,

Para called Sivajnana and Apara Pasujnana. The following

stanzas enumerate the twenty eight types of Saivagamas known as

Sivajnana.

77T7757 77T: 57: 777 4>lf74iI77: Io

77?7P7T79rf7STr $171: 57f777177: II

77f77j 7V7Tf7?c77777F7f77 77T I

7l*7 §77 5TpT =777^717 777777
n

II

fiT7775PTT77Tf7 7*7T^7 57 77T7 I
N

f777 77 f7:97T7 7>57Y7 71779777 II
> N

3TF%7 §7f7*7 7 5717*7777: 777 I

7*177 7Tf7 77 f7T77 7f*77 77T 1

1

7fS5TT7 71775 f75 TTTTTfTTj 77: I

SpfarftcT 7 f777 7177 %e7-J7)7T7 I

757717771^7 7f7P>7G7r777 ff II

There are varieties and sub-varieties for these Tantras which are

many. The twentyeight Tantras mentioned «n the above stanaza

are as follows : (1) Kamika, (2) Yogaja, (3) Acintya, (4)

Karana, 15) Ajita, (61 Dlpta, (7) Suksma, (8) Sahasra, (9)

Amsumadbheda, (10) Suprabheda, (II) Vijaya, (12) Nissvasa,

(13) Prodgita, (14) Paramesvara, (15) Agneya, (16) Mukhabimba,

(17) Svayambhuva, (18) Raurava, (19) Makuta, (20) Kirana,

(21), Lambita, 122) Candrajfiana, (23’> Vtrabhadra, 124) Siddha,

(25) Santanika, 126) Sarvodgita, (27) Vimala and 128) Vatula.

Quoting the authority of Svayambhuva the author says that there

are some more called Pasupata, Vakula and Somatantra.

77: #5®T77T^7 7*7' 7T777' 77T Io >c o

71f7 7)77^7' 7 3PTT7 77^1577: II

The enumeration of Apara category is as follows ;
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sr'TTPTiT^sf'T sr«nft ssisn r.h: i

hr t»H ^ ii

fsreu *fr> =h RTfaniR h i

cTcft RnFTW ^PT HST II

HtHtHT RTHHtR
-

H •TTTif RfH^T ^ I

f| fsr^n^i ii

The above mentioned Vidyas divide themselves into sub-varieties

as the different Sakhas of the Vedas, Samhitas and Sastras. The

author states that some people may not agree with this idea that

the Vedas originated from the mouth of Siva. He does not

believe the idea that the Vedas are Apauruseya. On the other

hand they must have orginated from an intelligent person who

must be reliable also. Otherwise nobody would accept them.

Hence Siva whose reliability is never doubted must be the author

of the Vedas and Samitas. He states :

3R %f^T I

3I5TTHTR Htp% HR II

II

HH^rtRPTtHR I

3PTTcH'RftH>?H ^
HHfHH 1

1

ftfT^H STHHtsftHHT: I

HH SRIW sfRH HHR^ II

In holding this view the author follows the tenets of the Svayam-

bhuvatantra. He also quotes various Smrtis and Purapas in

support of the above position taken by him. It is said :

’RH: HRT H ff I

o

As already noted in the Samanyapada of the treatise the

author enumerates sixteen vowels and fifty consonants. He states

that there are thirtysix Tattvas. The word Tattva is derived in

the sense “that which survives space and time till deluge . The

following definitions make the Idea clear.
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( 1 )
<TW I

HRct' ^ cRt' 3FT HFFTW ^ ^T5T5r-' II

(2) rrwnftfcr trat faf: 1

fFF# %?Tcfr oiflfe: ?Fa<TR ^ ^PT5TcT: II

( 3 )
snsFR ifftrofa tmr tftwTfa g^Ftn^ i

^RTFER ^ SlftWJTfwj 5F3R II

The first definition is given by IsanaSiva while the other two

are given respectively in the treatises called Tattvasiddhi and

Tattvaprakasa. The openir g section of the Kriyapada is con-

cluded with the following stanza reiterating the existence of

§iva.

gw *Tt>HTteT'fi?Rt faww wit gat: 1

WTRR>mmmT^Hr^RR'JT: I

^sarf^wat f^5f5T'^RF W: fa*T—o
a fanfare: II

(2) According to Saivagamas there are six categories called

Pa$u, Pasa, Pati, Sakti, Vicara and Kriyacarya. Saiva texts like

Matanga, Para, Kirana, Varupa Ramakantha, Brhatkalottara,

and Paramesvara explain these concepts in detail. It is said :

q-g: qm: <rfa: 9rfwfa*m?%fa qsRETT t

cRT«rf: w: fojtrwf ^st sfcrmTrtfon 11

The author then proceeds to discuss each of these concepts. Be-

fore establishing the Tantric position he considers the views of

Bauddha, Samkhya, Jaiminiya, Naiyayika and Vaiyakarapa. He

states his own view as follows.

h Prf^jft srsnr^ffar: 1

^ fft^cmr rt:

Set: 11

m g frfsRcRR TTPcr:

rr Tf^nr: FR'RrFPTtgvh 1

3«nfq fRrtfefa^r f**Ft
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Other Saiva texts also are quoted by him and they also more or

less agree with his views.

Then the concept of Pasa sometimes called Varunapasa is

discussed. A threefold division into Mala, Maya and Karma is

attempted.

qsr ^ mmvwm «f***nr i

mtoiwfWfinrs 11

Mala is defined as :

mm, u

Accordingly Mala is a form of ignorance. A feeling of attach-

ment and wrong cognition are its characteristics. Maya stands

for the affection of Tattvas and it is defined as follows :

fsTcq^rr i

q*qt ^iflTWRPffaT: II

Karma is classified into two categories, the meritorious and the

result of the sinful activities. Again these are of three types,

mental, caused by words and physical.

qjjrffa =q *qra fifatJ fcfsri^

ft * fm* m, Sfin;

^ snftrfafd 3>ipJT n

Pati is identical with the supreme power Siva who is omnis-

cient, free and always contented. He is omnipresent and beyond

the principles of Tantra. His prowess could not be measured.

<Tfa?5 9T5: ftra t?*T I

Saktivicara considers the personification of Siva’s prowess

as capable of giving everything. It is like the lustre of a lamp.

According to some authority this Sakti is of sixteen kinds. These

powers have certain qualities which represent different aspects of
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creation, sustenance and destruction Though Siva himself is with-

out an attribute he assumes these powers for sake of the universe.

Thus he possesses the qualities of Iccha, Jfiana and Kriya.

fa^FT srfw: Mr:
i

5FFT £t7T<T 5 fSRTSfa^l 5T*T l|

eTc%sr rn %5^*rfafcr ^r *#: arm i

^$Tfa*nsrR*Fft fa^<?T fa?m jjt: tftsw ^ 5if^; n

Vicara is the deliberation over the twenty six ways of the world.

These ways are dependent on the actions of Puru$a.

rrefasrfaqf fasrrafaer'

^

cTc^pfrt: i
> o e >3

rrenfa T^Tf^ftf^cTRi tffafefa n

Kriyacarya deals with Nitya, Naimittika and Kamya types of

religious rites.

faftfa ^ FTlfrf |

rr ?renfa qsfa: n

The section is concluded with a statement that these six categories

are the essence of Saivatantra and that properly pursued they

would yield results as in the case of a celestial tree. In this

virtuous action is of paramount importance.

(3) The section deals with the daily rites of a religious-

minded man. Bathing in the morning, smearing of ashes, per-

formance of morning, noon and evening prayers, and offering the

libations of water to the manes form the daily routine.

The daily routine starts with the clearing of the bowels,

washing the face, cleaning the teeth and taking the morning bath.

For bathing a river is always preferred. Recitation of
Aghamarsapa hymn will wash away the sin as the salt melts in

water.

*T«TT JlM HSIT fa*fa ^FTf'T I

am ^M'wfanitsiprt f?rcm sntalfa fafasFR n

At the time of bath Acamana or sipping water is considered

auspicious. This must precede the prayers. The sanctitity of this

is explained as follows :

jtffa fafaifam fesrfafa sp^cr i

fa: 'fan a«tr i
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3nxf«T

fj: m«r4ET5;

ff
fra'5^T'- II

The prayers at the three junctures of the day should be with

Mantras. The sun is to be worshipped in all the three junctures

contemplating his power Savitri in different forms. This prowess

of the sun assumes divergent forms at morning, noon and evening.

Hence three separate forms to be meditated upon are given as

follows to be worshipped depending upon the time.

sum? tjsnrsppff 'J^SJTT 5 ^srr

n«s3r wzvft: ii

wcT'WtTf^mT *1*5*$ 5SJRT

Welt ^WclT m JF*'<aT5f»TVrTt I

gjrl^T II

WT^rt tsTS^I ff VJviPOT^WiTT ®M 1
W

•qqfrC’CWt i

inM qf^a^^r nmgfrt f^riftr n

Presenting libations of water to the manes of the departed

ancestors is an obligatory ceremony. Similarly libation of

water should be offered to the ten quarters of the earth, namely

the eight quarters plus sky and ground. The regents of the

quarters also should be propitiated. It is ordained, that such

performances are capable of removing all kinds of sins. While

offering libations the lords of the respective quarters should be

meditated upon and eulogised using Mantras.

Agneyasnana, the purification of the limbs by smearing ashes

over the body also is ordained after taking bath in water. Ashes

from the wildfire or burnt cowdung may be used for this. Those

who are afflicted with diseases are prohibited from bathing in

water. They have to purify themselves by smearing ashes which

would be beneficial to their health.

STTT*T STMT qm fc^T qs^TKpPTT^er I

tTcj- cPqmcqT fTIrftSfflftr fq^STW: 1

1
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Ttnrtmsmr, «rt ii

ari^m^r fwsnpnr ^ <fti

anferr vtftnn *TTTF%Trrffer|'iPT n

The importance of performing the daily rituals is stressed in the

concluding stanza of the section as follows :

H^rrfeasra^ffTfefa fefafaffT Terr? ^4^
tfacF* STTfaf ^f«TT faf^TT rftPTT =* I

fprfin %fe?f ^fe ^
fAffigtvfiRf ^qfnT *#wr: n

(4) The section is devoted to the purification of body and

mind. The first one is easily done by taking bath. For the

second Yogic pi acticcs are necessary. Concentration of mind is

essential for this. Only after performing this kind of dual puri-

fication one becomes eligible for meditation, chanting of Mantras

etc. The section begins thus :

spjjrq- 9T*sr’ $rf5F§nJ3?rat I

fansfe rfestrife n

This kind of purification is useful for retaining health and

avoiding ailments. The final staDza of the section exhorts people

purify themselves.

srffc gfirefirW: T4<=r «WRnf

:

fefeafefcTf

sfefa tr^rfe^r at factrotsfir 11

(5) The section deals with Upacaras or articles of worship.

The worship is of tnree kinds Jyes{ha, Madhyama and Adhama

depending on the number of items employed. The Sadhaka can

choose for himself the particular mode in accordance with his

wish or capability. Accordingly in the first type, sixteen modes

are enumerated. In the second type the number is reduced to

ten while in the third only five items arc included. The following

stanzas give the respective items giving sixteen, ten and five modes

of worship.
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3rT*nTT^Tf|fTTE4ffaT TTgTTT^iTRt^lT I

flTft'TT^' ?PTT SHH q*FTmwfc ^ II

cisfl sjtT I

atfnpppf 5PTC*l>Tft ^rf3irem'T'»PT II

sfaqtssr ^m: ^pttcrt: 1

qT?msq rfqtq-TTT: I

tR-ftafa^TTfa' JPT^R?^ ?r ?9T II

qeqqiqt 5 ^PTigi^RT: SR^fiRTT: I

Ji;sj 5PT aq^Tt falsf q^qfcg^'rqRT: qifa^s 11

A sana is the pedastal on which the deity is seated. It stands for the

location or seat in which the idol is fixed.

3UOTT> ^TcTTqT: ^^T^ftRTf^TR <pnt I

qTcfafa?q?q ftre?crFrrem?r siqr sr^cnr n

Avahana is the invocation of the deity in idol or other substances.

It can be conception also where a visible form is not installed. By
this the deity is persuaded to be present to partake of the oblations.

There are five ingredients for this invocation. They are respectively

called Sthapana, Sannidhiipana, Sannirodha, Amrtikarana and

Avakunjhana each representing different stages of invocation.

RTcT t’qifayfoq
1

arRT^T^tJfnfa RIT't't 1

=q l|

There are two types of oblations conceived as Arghya. It can be

six or eight things in the case of Saiva worship. These become

VHesarghya if the materials are fortified by Mantras before the

actual offering is made. Otherwise they become Samanyarghya.

qygjciTTSTflfsp ^ gqRqnr I

fSTTStafafTT Jpg: jccf qgrcraT I

Srft ^rei^pparfWT: srq fasrgtfani ||

Padya is the sanctified water given to the deity for ceremonial

washing of the feet. It is also used for sipping when purified by
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Mantras. Ceremonial bathing of the idol is necessary. After

removing the previous day’s garland etc., oil is to be applied on the

idol At the time of bathing, this oil is to be removed by the flour

of wheat or beans. When water is poured, there should be the

beating of drums and other musical instruments. After this the

water is to be dried up using fresh clothes. When the deity is con-

cieved in a picture, diagram etc., there is no place for ceremonial

bathing. Then the idol is to be decorated with clothes, ornaments

and garlands. Incenses and lamps should be used for worship.

Cooked food and other items of oblations must be offered to the

deity every day.

The number of Upacaras differ according to different authori-

ties. Some consider that there should be twenty-five or thirtysix

modes of worship. Saiva tantras prescribe details for these items.

The section is concluded with the following observation.

sfcr sfesiT:

Rtm W trifaHT*!* II

(6) There are six major aspects for the rituals. They are

Mantra, Mudra, Kunda, Mandate, Dravya and Sadbaka. The

presence of these is essential for a Tantric rite. It is said :

3T^f; sure fw*TT: sttsfe-

sfouTerrfcr:

In the Tantric system Mantra is most important for worship.

The word Mantra has two aspects, Manana-medition and Trapa-

protection. It is held :

ipr rtt? n

jp^qr a-otsfadHHfHT'qaFq'nV 'i
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The Pranava is considered as Mulamantra which represents Sabda-

brahma. The fifty consonants are identified with the Jimbs of

goddess Sakti. She is considered as Lipidevata whose form is to be

meditated upon by the Sadhaka.

3PPR?^TC|^R>s«f qqiR't fsFgqiqqpT II

^rtw: sRrqlffq im: i

q^nqRcrosqT m qraq;T q-RRqft n

The conception of Lipidevata is as follows :

gsTst^qsfeq;rar sTRqTfsreKft

f?qTqi5rTfqq|T qfqt g!Hw i

tr# qr fqfq^qcfRgqqciT 5pqr?RT?r^frqr
1

1

It is stated that Certain words are to be suffixed to Mantras ending

in dative cases. Such words are listed as follows :

qq: ftt^t qqs qyq f eftqs ra q strew: i

q't^qr rr«TT^>RiT n

Other words that are suffixed to Mantras include : vidmahe,

dhtmahi, pracodayat etc. These words are to be used appropriately

depending on the Mantra. They should not be arbitrarily used by

the Sadhaka.

(7) This section deals with Mudras which are certain ceremo-
nial poses of hands employing symbolic positions of fingers. In

Saivagamas the essentiality of the poses is stressed for performing

worship. For the worship of the sun six poses are suggested
while in the worship of Siva ten or more poses of fingers are
enumerated.

gsr: facFqsrfasr qifVr: SffesJT
I

T? fwsrqq qsqm q«fpj qqr: II

The poses for sun worship are enumerated as six. They are :

Padma, Bimba, Nisjhura, Govrsa, Dhenu and Trasani. There are
only slight variations between different poses. The following
stanzas prescribe the six poses mentioned above.
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'TT'ITt STlfarft I

q^rri^q #q *m*wqr qsnfj^T farsrewi § 337 n

sn^WrT ?qicT I

33*rn|?G£ ?ftf |qrqT?qpcqt gq^r a^rweqq qtq'mqi 11

3f^;qqfaa?rqi^^qqT^?a3fa^fl^aqsq*n* 1

sq^^s^q ^q^Tfaq^fa^T^diir wfa ff 11

are=rT qfspq^tq 1

cRT^T qPRI*raT3*T^ «t%?r II

To these six Mudras four more are added for the worship of S va.

They are : Mahamudra, Avahanamudra (also called Sthapani)

SannidhapanI and Vandanl. There is only a slight difference

between Ni$thura and SannidhapanI. A few more poses for the

propitiation of Siva are enumerated as Kalakarni, Ve$(italinga

(which is identified with Dhenumudra) and Paftcamukhl. According

to a different conception five poses of fingers are given. They are

called Sakti, Sula, Dravya, Samharinl and Ksamapafli.

(8) This section deals with various types of sacrificial pits for

offering oblations and Tantric diagrams of various colours and

sizes. The sacrificial pit is to be dug in the ground to kindle the

sacred fire in which oblations are to be offered. Eight types of

pits are enumerated depending on their shape, The size can be

fixed accordingly. The varieties given are as follows :

5T5TFT xr^srm?iq?q?«t'TT' ** cT*nsNf5*I I

erg?! fWivf cqfq fttci 11

It can be of the shape of Caturaira-square, Asvatthapatra like a

leaf of the fig tree, Ardhacandra-cresent-shaped, Trikona- triangular

Vartula-circular, Satkonaka-hexangular, Padama-like a lotus flower,

and A?iakona octagon. 7 he standard measurements for each type

are given. But a bigger size also is permitted provided the propor-

tions are kept accordingly. Descriptions of some of these sacrificial

altars may be noted here. The one called Asvatthapatra is defined

as follows :

fpjrrqrq; 1
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7S7T?P:7T7 7>',IT7r7>7f7 7'<d: Tfapfl:

$7 ctt<77?7 iftPTsrf^mf'T *rt7 f^*r^c«mJT n

The triangular altar is described in the following stanza.

7?ro 77fari smnrnraK «rf|:

fsrc^r fesr Tfa^t i

FTT7T ST'Ftf 77t?7 7T7?7T^S7 f777

fsTt^TT snrfg 77 f'j#
i|

The variety called Sadasra or hexangular has the following

features.

TTftJRT 7^577 TraWTWWTfTrT #77>Vr

7E7 7*777 $7 77f7f 5 TTtfgfjRTT 5 71^f I

7c7R*cT7 JTcRTTRPTg ETCSfc^TfeRTRr q ^7

77^77 fVj-'sq«r 777fg7 TSSf § fTO* 1

1

The descriptions of other types are also vividly given and the follo-

wing lines indicate the name of the variety.

73RT 777 a^T 77 p«t i

7f*7c7 777 f'R 757 77 tjsftsnm i

^77717777'^ ?c7T *7T7 7777fk77 II

3TSJ =7*777777* §07 77f7 97777 1

1

f05 *7T7R7m ^f777«T7Wyf5^^77fl'>r: II

These are the shapes prescribed for sacrificial pits where oblations

are offered.

The above varieties are applicable not only to pits for kindling

fire but also to sacred ground where diagrams of flour and other

colours are drawn. Caturasra and other names suggest only the

outward shape of the diagram. But numerous sub-divisions are

made into each of these types. The following stanzas deal with

divisions of the sqaure type

g 7HTK7 S7ROT f77%7
s 57:

1

7773=7:91^=7 TtteSTTT fg^Tcf 7P7 7 *T77 II

Tnoff qsfiR^ tRfasi 7E7^SlS*7 7T?tf I

7^
v
7r7T its =7 7t5r? 7ff*f7 7f*7: 7^/77^77 ThftlT II
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^TlWPT II

These stanzas give the numorus divisions of a diagram. Each

of these divisions are to be covered for filled up with powders of

different colours like white, yellow, red, blue, black. The meterials

for making these coloured powders are mentioned as follows :

*Ptonr i

TfT II

9|Pt53rfa^fe<JWSTf?T#: WHP5T WPT I

cftT?^T<3 tJTfUT?f
:

^zpTt^rf^T # l

Har;f?rarKmT«Tt 'ffcr^f srawa n

Each of these five colours represents deities. There are specifications

as to what colour is to be put in various places of the Mandala-or

Tantric diagram. All lines should be drawn using white powder.

It is stated:

'Tt^'TT fTT? facIT: H*Tf: I

Tantric diagrams can be made using costly materials also.

Instead of using powders of different colours one can very well fill

the columns of diagram with jewels of the respective, Colours. 1 hus

jewels like pearls, topaz, ruby, Sapphire and emerald could be used

if one is wealthy enough. This is considered more effective than

the ordinary type

ufe fdgTTtPri cf? qoSSTTfr I

§ufa cpcrr t?#: ii

Depending on the designs and colours used in partcular sub-

divisions Tantric diagrams are known under different names. The

varieties mentioned are : Bhadraka, Sarvatobhadra, parvatikanta,

Latalingasamudbhava, Svastikabja, Svastikabhadra and Cakram-

buja The following lines mention the names of some of these

types :

rntT 5 STjfJT |

'TIT'ft^PcT^Trf StraT^^JT |

^TTcT 9TfW?nT 1

*sT<T I

5TT*?? WSTTfa I
> •NO O

^ fsrif ftr^Tfa%!piETi^ ii
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The four sides of the Tantric designs made of flowers of

creepers, fishes, leaves of fig tree, Matulanga (Didima) fruit, lotus

petals etc. 1 he number of designs are many and it is upto the

Sadhaka to decide as to how many should be drawn to create the

desired size. This is implied by the following statement.

3TcT: V

i

foTHfapT tWT’fiil’JI I

cT^cft STTSTTfa JT*nf*Rm*TII

(9) The section deals with several secrificial materials like ladle,

utensils, sticks for kindling sacred fire, measurements of vessels,

quantity of oblations and the purificatory rites.

Sruva is a long-handled spoon carved out of either Palasa or

Khadira wood. There is circular pit at one end and a long

handle.

3<|vnrfe5PT 777 M

Arani-the stick to kindle sacrificial fire consists of two pieces,

the upper one and the lower one. Each of them conists of about

six inches in length. The upper one is made of Pippala wood while

the lower one is made of Asvattha wood. The wood to kindle the

fire is to be carefully selected. Sticks such as crooked, without

leaves, slender, worm eaten, broken, too short and partially burnt

should not be used to kindle sacrificial fire. The materials offered

as oblations should be pure and be placed in vessels of gold, silver

or copper according to the circumstances. Their merit also is in

the descending order, gold vessels being the perfect ones. Regarding

the oblations it is said :

sp5TT: i

siM 77 ^'mrT.cr 7777 77 7577

5fit7T77 77777 7777 *157 777 niffRiq II

That variety of rice which ripens in about sixty days is to be used.

Grains of the Nivara rice may also be accepted. These must be

pure, free of chaff and gravel and pure white. The fresh ghee from

one’s own cow is preferred to that purchased from other sources
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whether it be fresh or old. The melted ghee is of the lowest prefer-

ence. Grains and seasasum seeds used for oblation should be

washed and dried. Honey should be fresh and candied sugar must

be pure and white. The same kind of quality consciousness must

be maintained in the case of vegetable roots and fruits. Purification

of vessels is a must. A gold vessel can be simply washed with

water whereas a copper vessel should be brushed in water mixed

with Tamarind fruit. Cowdung is enough to purify silver vessel

and ashes may be used in the case of brass. A jewel can be purified

by drying in the sunlight or washed in water. An earthen pot gets

purified by fire and a wooden pot is pure if it is fresh hewn. The

following stanzas prescribe purificatory rites.

TT-^fa'TTr sarrfeFHT

% *

qTjTTOTt II

^sq-ffT %'TT'TTRt

iftaatcr i

^rtFt nfwi ^qtgjfvr^imr

In the case of other metals a touch by the hand of smith is enough

to purify. Coir, leather, cloth etc., may be purified by sprinkling

water mixed with ashes. Simple sprinkling is advised to purify

grains, fruits, and sacrificial wood. In the case of people, PranS-

yama is advised for mental purification and bathing etc., for physi-

cal purification. Mantras also purify men and materials. Fire is

purified by sprinkiing water to the accompaniment of the chanting

of hymns. Proper purification will yield untold benefits.

(10) The chief priest or Sadhaka who intends to perform a

religious ceremony or sacrifice has to prepare himself taking a vow.

Technically this preparation is called Dik?a The term is very

significant since it consists of two verbal roots. The first syllable

stands for the root Da meaning to give, bestow, Grant, impart etc.

The second syllable stands for the root Ksi, meaning to destroy,

make an end of, i tc. Hence the word Dlk?a means “that which
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gives identity with Siva or Sivabhava and destroys the worldly

attachment of the beings”. The priest is to take the vow on an

auspicious day taking into account the day, the star and other

omens.

sftrer znrm ftnmtqt stem ff 'twtist ssm: i

farHrfTSTinfafa ^ qfenismal ipaq*
i

w^qfctfaqtfqfa qterm n

The sacrifice is to be conducted in places like the banks of sacred

rivers, temples, cowpen, monastery or one’s own residence. The

land is to be cleared and prepared before erecting the desired sacri-

ficial altar. To the east or west of the place a spot is to be selected

for a ceremony called Ankurarpana, sowing of the seeds or beans

for the protection of the sacrifice and for the well-being of Yaja-

mana-the person who employs the priest to conduct the rite. This

rite must be conducted before all important ceremonies. It may be

performed at an auspicious time before five, seven or nine days of

the actual date of the main function.

its wq| qr i

sfrfsrT qfa qo^qf =q tprcr n

aw 'jqfeftr qf?qqq> qi sfmsr gfqfq# i

tstitpt qarqTqqqsq q^qrefTfqT^Tqfq^q n

f^f^awf'T qtorwTqqrfeq qfqqfqsrt q i« o

q^qt fjfqq>q*rjqq^q qqfq qr4faaan

sTwqrqfqqqTq a jtwtct qqrqsffk sjq qqq ar i

q^qqsfq gfaa q;q£q a^rrfjfaftrfaasfta n

Three types of vessels are used for the function viz., Palika-a pot

having a height of about twenty inches and a mouth of one-third

part of its girth ; Ghatiki-a bucket having a proportionate height,

girth and mouth ; and Sar iva-a platter or tray. These respetively

represent the deities Visnu, Brahma and Siva. In these vessels filled

with sacreJ water seeds bundled in a piece of cloth should he put

for a day before they are sown. There are fifteen varieties of seeds

selected for the purpose, of which all or ten or five kinds may be

sown as per the nature of the rite. The seeds used in this ceremony
are listed as

:
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ffq’qT iTTlflftyTWPTr^f'ft wn u

fsrzr^RnTT^wt i

fa^^cpretSTTfa ^f«RTI;5^TT^#^ II

After sowing the seeds oblations are to be offered to attendant

deities called Gaoadevatas for seven consecutive nights- These nights

are named as follows after the particular deity entitled for

oblations : Brahmaratra, Bhutaratra, Indraratra, Gandharvaratra,

Yak§aratra. Rxksasaratra and Piiacaratra. They are enumerated

as

:

iT^r fasn^T: i

ipJIT 5f5TtT3r: TTTcT a"uH<HtisTcn: 1

1

« '

Oblations differ according to these dieties. Of them PiSaca alone

requires oil and meat as oblations. All others need vegetarian

oblations. According to another view the seven deities to be

worshipped are as follows :

^r: fa^Ttsfa ^ i

?TT*TT r finft SFcRrfr'J II

After these days are over the field is to be surveyed to judge

growth or sprouting of the seed. If the sprouts are black, bent

downwards, redish, stunted or broken, the whole situation is

inauspicious, On the other hand, tall, white, yellow and thickly

grown suggest prosperity and success. Depending on the result

the priest is to perform appropriate rites to ward off evil effects and

to achieve success.

(11) This section enumerates the qualities of the Sadhaka or

priest and his disciples. Almost all Agamas agree in describing the

qualities of the priest. They also point out that people born in

certain regions are not fit to officiate in a sacrifice. Only people

with laudable qualities are considered for the post. Our author

gives his own views as follows :
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fortsczfatjtn

stsunfasrot 11

Most of the texts on Tantra prefer a Brahmin as the priest. But

according to Brhatkalottara any one from the first three castes is

eligible for the position if he satisfies other conditions. It is

stated :

STTfPJTT $rfa*TT 39ITT fqtpi Sia^T: RTcTH I

Similarly authoritie are almost in agreement on the point of

disqualifying people of certain contries beginning with the letter

'Ka\ Eight such regions are identified and named as Kakara$tka :

These regions are mentioned as :

^TKftaT: I

%?TT: ^fwrfirai: II

Some authorities state that priests belong to three classes, Uttama,

Madhyama and Adhama depending upon the regions of their birth.

In the first category the regions included are :

Kuruk$etra, Lata, Ujjayini, Pratis'hana. and Avantl. People of

seven regions, viz., Gauda, Suhma. Taira, Magadha, Kerala,

Kosala and Dasarna belong to the second class. Priests of third

category belong to the regions of Kaluga, Lambaka, Komboja,

Karnataka, Maharastra, Kaccha and Neera. Over and above these

three categories a class of bad priests are enumerated. They are

those belonging to the regions of Kiiftci, Kasmira, Saurastra,

Pandya, Kaveri and Konkana.

In dealing with this important issue regarding the choice of the

priest, the author has quoted the views of many authorities like

Mahendra, Vlra, Pratisthasamuccaya, Yogasivpaddhati, Vijaya,

Mafijari, Svayambhuva, Brahmasambhu, Somasambhu, Matanga,
Ajita, Santanika, Sarvajnanottara Mohavurottara, Para, Vatulottara,

Pauskara, Brhatkalottara and Sivadharma. All these text prescribe a
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a very high standard for the preceptor deailing the fields of know-

ledge in which proficiency is required.

(12) The worship of attendant deities like Navagrahas, Gana-

pati, Dvarapala is essential in propitating the main deity Siva.

Hence a knowledge of their forms and places in the shrine becomes

a must. Each of these deities possesses particular forms, weapons,

etc.

The worship of Navagrahas has its own ancilliaries. For

worshipping Surya-the sun, two doorkeepers called Dvsrapalas

having a fierce form and weapons are to be propitiated. Two

forms consorts of the sun god are called Prabha and Sandhya.

The form of the god to be maditated upon is as follows.

gfSiiTTvft fasas i

qiiT ^rfaST: eft II

Similarly the form of the other deities included in the concept of

the Navagrhas are ennmerated. T hus we have the description of the

of Candra (Moon), Bhumija (Mars) Sasija (Mercury), Dhi§na

(Brhaspati) bhrguja (Sukra) Manda (Saturn), Rahu the dragon’s

head or the eighth planet and Ketu (the dragon’s tail or the 9th

planet). All these nine planets are concieved as youthful deities

having a shining crown and ornaments. Their worship is essential

for the well-being of the world.

In the temple Siva may be concieved as the main deity. He is

attended by Ganpati and Saras\ati (Vanl;. Nandisa and Mahakala

are the two doorkeepers. Rivers like Gahga and Kalindi assume

the form of beautiful ladies to attend on him. Vastupuru$a-the

demon of the land lies bending his face down and extending his

hands and legs.

The A§tamurti conception also is subjected to worship. The

eight forms of Siva are the five elements-water, fire, air and ether,

the sun and moon and the sacrificing priest. Each of these forms

is described as possessing the form of a deity with all attending

aspects.

Then the seven divine mothers attending on Siva are described

as possessing individual forms. The seven mother deities to be in-

stalled and worshipped are : Brahmi, Mahesvarl, Kaumari,
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Vai?navi, AindrI and Camunda. Other objects to be worshipped

include the forms of different weapons like §ula, Gada, Sakti ;
and

Astras like Pasupata, and Khadga. Personification of different

principles are also mentioned as describing propitiation.

(13) As a preliminary to the worship of £iva, the sun is to be

worshipped along with other planets. This is to remove the

obstacles in the propitiation of Siva. In this worship of the planets

the usual rites are to be adopted.

The rituals for the worship of £iva are elaborated in this sec-

tion. 1 he idol or Lihga is classified as Sthira immovable and Cala-

movable. These can be made using eight materials and hence

there are eight types of temporary idols. Clay, sand, cake made

of flour, butter, cowdung, fruit, painted picture and cooked rice

form the medium for these varieties.

^T*r ^ nfaim n

Such idols need not be washed, anointed or erected. In such

circumstances the ceremonial bathing is only conceptual and not

actual. The god can be worshipped without the necessity of an idol.

Ground may be converted into an altar for the worships.

1 he worship of the god concieved as having only one face is

known as Ekavarana, which is beneficial to all. The section

concludes with the following remark :

(14) Worship of the god conceived as having five faces is

called Paflcavarana. It is only natural that there will be more

datails for the ritual. The items prescribed for Ekavarana worship

like the propitiation of the sun etc., are common.

The five Avaranas or aspects of the god are enumerated as

follows :
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*nftfowm»T 3cfafa^Tfcfa*fa^'ifo !^»r II

«r5nfefa wct qs^iT c*n*n«T s*n3<t u

The god possessing five faces has ten hands, three eyes, and

white colour. The five hands on the right side hold respectively

serpent, bell, pose of protection, goad, and noose. The five hands

on the left bear trident, axe, sword, thunderbolt, and fire. He wears

a sacred thread of serpent and a lion cloth made of the skin of a

hyena. He is seated in a lotus and he possesses, the extraordinary

beauty of a sixteen-year-old youth.

qiST tjfsfa’JRft I

ct«rr tot t ^ 1

1

Ancilliary deities to be propitiated in this ritual include the

seven divine mothers, Vlrabhadra, Ganapati, Skanda, the eight

lords of the quarters, ParvatT, Nandlsa, Mahakala, etc.

(15) The section enumerates the proceedings of the daily

sacrifice to be performed according to Saiv<" gamas. Oblations are

to be offered in sacrificial fire which possesses three kinds of tongues

—Sattvika, rajasa and tamasa. The libations may be offered only

after the fire is properly kindled.

fcptl: srsfsrUTqa: I

ip; ii

atspOTt ?T ffctwr i

5P?)<% pisf THfash- n

The fire properly kindled for the Saiva sacrifice is to be concei-

ved as Siva having fire faces and holding weapons in four hands.

Of the seven tongues of the flame one each in the four faces and

three in the central mouth may be conceived. For preliminary rites

like Dik$a, the Sattvika flames are to be kindled. In acts of sorcery

the Tamasa type and for beneficial acts the Rajasa flames are con-
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sidered suitable. These three types consist of seven flames each as

follows

:

’TiFTT M frOTTTWT c^«T ^tmr I

^ fasftf^r ^ 5 art spin:
i

ftrfTOWt^T: flCcT a^f’rT : II

afa^t 5%cfT ^ftf^ar i

q-nrw ^ fa^T: Traai: n

Only after performing this daily sacrifice that a householder

should partake his food. Before doing this he shall give food to

guests, servants, children, old man, people who are blind and others

in poor circumstances.

(16) Meditation on Siva removes the sin and other blemishes

of the human being. He becomes eligible for $iva-dik§a. This is

twofold ; Sabija—in which ritual and chanting of Mantras are

required ; and Nirbija— without rituals and having the nature of

knowledge. The first is intended for Tantrikas well versed in

Samayacara, while the second is for the benefit of rulers, youngsters,

old and sickly people. Priests are entitled to perform the first type

since they have a right to perform rituals. Since the second type

is in the form of knowledge any aspirant can perform it. It is

said :

*T#3fT
I

fafmhq ST *JJcTT II

ftsffaT 5 vT^rt qFrnmredq- •

STTfsmTTt ^ II

fTTsrf r^rq^ltn^i fw Tftrfmrrfeq i

fegkd- ii

ST ^ faWT'KlV ^ 5TFPIWT7T II

There are subdivisions for these Uno types. The first one called

Sabija which has rituals consists of several verieties like Samaya-
dikia, Nirvanadiksa, Sadhakadlksa etc. The second type which is

Nirbija consists of four varieties like CaksusI, Sparsadiksa, Vaciki
and Manas'. Each of these types is defined by the author pointing
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out its specialities. The ingredients of the first type are summed

up as follows

:

«TT?f5ITf5'3r?q: SFf*RRrl«ftq: I

WTferc?rc3 fanfeT ‘sftqqfcrcpJTT

jnqft^tT sthtpb ?ntq ^fci ^t'4ct hth4Y qtsn u

(17) A sixfold path is enunciaied for the benefit of the priest

along with its details. The six ways are called Tattva. Varna,

Mantra, Bhuvana, Pada and Kala. There are thirtysix tattvas.

Vargas stand for Aksaras ;
Mantras are eleven including Brahma,

Hrdaya and Mula ;
Bhuvana stands for two hundred and twentyfive

places ;
Padas are eightyone ;

and there are five Kalas such as

Nivrtti, Prati$tha, Vidya, Santi, and Santyatita.

After giving details of some of these aspects the section is con-

cluded with the following stanza.

tnp^neqr
Tufa i

q'nV. qs^nn^ otr ii

Thus there are six paths, eleven Mantras, eightyone Padas

thirtysix tattvas, fifty Vargas and five Kalas in Saivagamas.

(18) Nirvanadik$a is explained in this section. This ceremo-

nial vow is defined as follows :

ipt gjgiPcqsqH: 5U***B *

fairforeten at sft'RH ii

This ceremony is prescribed for two classes of people. He who

desires Moksa or liberation should take this vow. Similarly it is

also applicable to those who desire worldly prosperity.

The vow is to be taken after the usual daily rituals. There must

be a oreceptor to guide the disciple in this. At the end of the

ceremony of the first day both the preceptor and the disciple sleep

for the night. The ne t morning the preceptor asks the disciple

about the dream which he might have had during his sleep. Dreams

are classified as forboding good or evil effects. They are of seven

types as follows

:
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srifocf: I

tpapr* ^sp9%fa rit'sr: ?yy: n

So depending on the nature of the dream the preceptor per-

forms further rites to ward off evils and to acquire prosperity. After

performing various rituals to the accompaniment of Mantras tne

preceptor cuts the tuft of the disciple according to specification. The

tuft of the disciple yearning for wordly prosperity may be cut

leaving a length of about twelve inches, whereas in the case of the

one desirous of liberation a length of about eight inches must be left

after cutting. This is symbolic of the detatchment from the worldly

life. After worshipping the god the following prayer shall be made

by the priest

:

f*cti ^'TTsrfsrerT ycr: ii

^ q* qicrq
i

3n?n^ n

Then Sivacaitanya may be imparted to the disciple according to

specific rituals. The identity of the disciple with Siva is imagined

and the six qualities pertaining to the god may be ascribed to him
.

These qualities are enumerated as : Sarvajna, Paritrpta Anadi-

buddha, Svatantra, Aluptasakti and AnantaSakti. This disciple will

be bathed in sanctified water. Now it is time to advise him regar-

ding the eight conventions to be adhered to by the followers of Siva.

These conventions are called Samayacaras. The main features of

these conventions are : (
I ) One should not despise Siva, Saivagamas

and the followers of that system including teachers and priests.

(2) One should not tread on the shadows of Siva temples, idols of
the God and cows bearing his marks. Also one should not share
meals with outcastes who must be kept away. (3) Principles of

of the Saiva tenets, Saivamantras and Tantras should not be caused

to be copied or explained by heretics. (4) One should take one’s

food only after worshipping Siva once, twice or thrice a day. (5)

Heretics, people of the lower caste and sinners should not be per-

mitted to take the religious vow of the system. (6) One should

offer cooked rice and flowers to sacrificial fire and give food and
drinks to guests, beggars old men and others in poor circumstances.

Libations of food may be given to parrots, cows and Candalas. (7)
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On the eighth day in a lunar half month one should not cohabit

with ladies, shave the hair and use oil for bath. Taking food in

vessels of bell-metal, eating of fish and meat and drinking of liquor

also are prohibited on that day. (8) On the eight and fourteenth

day of the lunar half month and other auspicious days worship

should be made at holy shrines. Food shall be taken only once

in a day. Service should be rendered to holy men, travellers,

Brahmins servants and those who seek protection.

These are the eight Samayas—or conventions to be scrupulo-

usly followed by devotees, for the attainment of the desired

effects.

(19) Sadhakadiksa— the ceremonial vow to be taken by the

priest of the sacrifice is an important ritual. It is defined as

follows :

^ >•

star m steppi^tt ii

The consecration of the Sadhaka—the priest is a ritual having

many ancilliaries. Only the light disciple can be made a Sadhaka.

Among the rites include the invoking of the eightfold prosperities

like Anima, Mahima etc.

|c<TT fotwi I

3TfbpTT Tff^T 5* STfcrtq II

^ qfSRsT ^ Set-
-

I

ii

Once he is proclaimed as a Sadhaka he becomes eligible for

certain official insignias like a bracelet, upper garment or shawl,

umbrella, chowries, slippers, books string of beads, golden vase,

vehicles and other items prescribed for royalty. Naturally the

preceptor who initiates the Sadhaka also becomes eligible for all

these paraphernalia which give him social status.

r?T«rafa^vi sm: l

jpsqr qi*n.»llj% II

fllEPP: ll

Thus a disciple becomes a Sadhaka or priest to perform rituals. He
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is eligible to consecrate kings, ordinary people and ladies desirous

of getting worldly prosperity.

There is another ritual called Mahabhheka for which an Acarya

or priest becomes eligible. Only an accomplished priest is cor.ce-

crated by this special ritual.

lgfa: I

cftfacfr fafactfa*: I

The priest who intends to perform the Mahabhi$eka—the great

consecration should set out for a pilgrimage. Then he should lead

the life of a hermit for sometime on the banks of a holy river or in

a forest. On his return he should begin the preliminary vows. A
special Mandapa is to be erected and decorated as the venue of the

rite. Conches, potfuls of sacred water, jewels, incenses, flowers,

medicinal herbs, clothes etc., are to be arranged in the hall in their

allotted places. The conches consist of sixteen varieties each known

under a different name. There are eight pots similarly named.

Jewels belong to ten classes. Seeds are of seven kinds.

The priest is ceremonially taken to the hall to the accompani-

ment of music and beating of drums. He is to be taken inside the

hall near the idol of Siva. The following is the form of the prayer

to be made.

11

After the coronation it is his duty to perform his duties which

include initiation of others to his fold, explanation of the Agama
texts, installation of the idols of gods, performance of sacrifices and

chanting of Mantras.

Those who could not afford to perform the Mahabhiseka cere-

mony could conduct a ceremany which is less expensive. This vow

is called Cirnacaryavrata.
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(20) This section deals with expiatory ceremonies. It is possi-

ble that many omissions and commissions can occur in the course

of an elaborate ritual. This would result in the loss of virtues.

Atonement becomes necessary.

Many instances where atonement is needed are given and the rites

for the same are enumerated. It is stressed that one should try to

avoid mistakes rather than committing the same and then doing

expiatory rites.

srmfs^rfr 5 qprrot tft spirit i

Some of the situations in which expiation becomes necessary may
be noted as follows. The idol may slip from the hand or pedastal

;

it may be lost or burnt. Things which are classed under the

group Nirmalya may be avoided. These belong to six kinds as

follows :

Clothes, ornament and incenses are Devadravyas. Village temples,

cows bolonging to them etc, are classed as Devaswam. Rice and

other things cooked for the god is called Naivedya. That which is

already offered to the god is Nivedita. Candadravya is that which
is thrown out from the temple precirets. These should not be

touched or used in doing a ritual. Polution from different sources

like the touch of an outcaste etc. necessitates expiation This kind

of atonement can be by way of chanting Mantras over a stipulated

period or a stipulated number of times, fasting, bathing performing

minor rites and so on.

(21) Pavitriiropana, the investing of the image with the sacred
thread every year is a must for the proper fulfilment of the worship.
This is needed to prevent obstacles in the proper performance of
the rituals. If one fails to do this investiture ceremony one has to

3T«T

qtw 5PKJTTTTT Srprfs^Tf fa’ISJT |l

pprfonm: qq qqj- I
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make atonement. The word Pavitra is used in the sense of sancti-

fying the objects. It is prescribed as follows :

fufa sr^RWWt fn: u

g^pn«RT?rnTT?T n't n fnfa i

h fnfe^ snn'ntrn u

nn mnn^n nprt|f?f 11

It is of two kinds ;
Nityapavitra—the one that is put on the idol

every day. It may be made of flowers of Ku?a grass. The other

is called Gandhapavitra made of threads and used in Naimittika

rites. In Krtayuga, this was made using gold, silver or copper. But

in the age of Kali it should be made of cotton threads. In the

absence of threads Ku$a or Munja grass may be made use of. The

length can be four, eight or twelve Ahgulas ( an angula approxi-

mately equals an inch). The number of threads in a Pavitra may

vary from twenty-eight as the maximum, adding ten each to the

types. The benefits of Pavitraropana is summed up as absolute

liberation.

(2 1 ) The worship of the spring season personified as a deity

is important. Vasanta, the spring is regarded as a companion of

Kamadeva The worship is considered to be pleasing to Siva. The

main feature of this vernal festival is the worship of a creeper

called Damana. The reason for the propitiation is narrated by the

author.
.

Once Siva was engaged in a penance in the Himalaya moun-

tain. He was attended by his retinues and sages. At that time

the gods tormented by the wicked demon Taraka approached

Brahmr who asked them to unite Parvati with Siva. He convinced

them that only an offspring of PirvatT and Siva could put an end

to their sufferings. Instructed by Indra and other gods Kama went

to the hermitage along with his comoanon Vasanta. The trees

and creepers put forth flowers to help Kama in his efforts of break-

ing the concentration of Siva and to attract him towards Parvati.

Whe Kam i succeeded in his efforts, Siva found out the reason for

the unsteadiness of his mind. Fire blazed forth from his third eye

which became Bhairava and Kama was reduced to ash. Seeing
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Bhairava, gods, demons and others became afraid. Siva was pleased

with him and called him by the name Damana since he could

subdue everybody. Then Parvatt who came there along with other

celestials saw the pitiable condition of Rati, the consort of Kama
and took pity on her. Seeing Kama reduced to ash the cursed that

Damana become a creeper of the earth for long. Siva who regained

his mental composure in the company of Parvati took pity on

Damana and gave some boons. He blessed the creeper saying that

those who offer the leaves of the creeper to him in a sacrifice in

spring time as part of the propitiation of Vasanta and Manmatha
would fulfill their desires. Further the same type of worship offered

to Hari, Brahma and other gods will procure similar prosperity.

Those who refuse to perform this worship would be transgressing

the rules of the Saiva system. Thus Siva prescribed rules for the

worship of Damana to be performed in the vernal season.

snmsfssifemti's d u

remfafarf, si fedfar ere 3*: 1

ereT H?ref^f^<TsreT: II

t f# ^sfa ^ ss sms sti ss-^ snsreiferer: i

ssisi^wtsi ssm*i ss 11

sssjs srer si cretsfare fora ffrare*? 1

ssTs srfire ^5 Usmirs 11

This Tantric ceremony is originally prescribed in the treatise

called Svacchandabhairava, but it has been handed down by other

works as well. In dealing with the story of the destruction of Kama
by the fire emanating from the third eye of Siva, our author has

closely followd and even influenced by the Kum^rasambhava of

Kalidasa. He has followed expressions from Kalidasa in epitomis-

ing the episode. This portion forms a fine specimen of poetry of

the highest class.

The ritual is to be performed in the months of spring. The venue

is the garden of Damanaka creepeers and abounding in the Asoka

trees. As a preliminary rite the Asoka tree also deserves worship.
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Two potfuls of sanctified water is to be placed under the ASoka.

The pot to the right is the seat of Vasanta and the one on left is

for Kama. Vasanta is to be conceived as a youth having golden

colour, flanked on his right by consort Padmavati and on the left

by Kusumavati. Nine deities represent his Sakti or prowess. They

are Ahladini Gandhavati, Surabhi, Malim, Madira, Madayanti,

Rama, Putpavati and Vasanti. The following stanzas give the prayer

and the names of the Saktis.

ffgfffVOTfl! wrwft ^*3 ^ II

srT^cft ^rfq- ?mlr wtr \

ftfTcIHflT: II

Now it is time to worship the Damanaka creeper located in the

garden. The form of Bhairava is to be meditated upon for this.

Kama, the god of love in the form of a youth is to be worshipped.

He holds the arrows of flower on his left lap his consort Rati is

placed. His form is descrided as follows :

x«rt *Rn*rori i

i|eq-^TT?rtPf^T«t ?SRT 'TTWfl^ftfPt II

The main Saktis of Kama are also to be conceived properly. They

are enumerated as :

ifTfipff afir sftfa ewfaran i

:ta' faafait *ttrY 'fea II

On the next day after the daily routine Damana creepers are

to be collected for the evening rite The creepers are to be put in

a vessel. The vessels, t at of Damanaka, Kama and Vasanta are to

be mounted on an elephant to be taken out as a procession along

the streets of the city to the accompaniment of music, dance, beat-

ing of drums, porasols and chowries-
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*Tr37 wwrrrtr ’T^rr? ?tr?f i

'm^rapT '^rfa^JT n

»PPTH'rfe%s%?riT 1

1

N

^PTrpftrr^Tft^PT? |

ars^fc* w tpttct ^rorspnfe*;* n

After procession the vessels are placed near the idol of Siva for

the final rite. Oblations are offered to the diety with Mantras and

prayers. Gifts are distributed among priests. The following stanza

sums up the rite.

sftocT <T# I

srsRTfcP^ gTr^frf^TTT^f

(23) The selection of the land for performing sacrifices, const-

ructing temples and installing idols have to be carefully made on

certain considerations. The quality of the land is often based on

the particular caste of people living there. Hence a knowledge of

the different types of land becomes necessary in Tantric rites. The

land is generally classified into Samanya and Sahklrna. The first

is fertile and inhabited by men and animals whereas the latter is

unfit for living and cultivation.

Samanya, the generally fertile land is divided into four types,

Purna Supadma, Bhadra and Dhumra. Each of these possesses

certain characteristics. These consists in the availability of water,

trees and shrubs that are generally found and the height from the

sea level. It is in such places that people of the four castes live.

While the first three are fit the last one, viz, Dhumra is unfit for

constructing temples and performing rituals. Satikirna type of land

is not resorted to by the people of the four castes since there will be

floods and typhoons often disturbing the normal life. The land is

again classified from a different point of view and it is divided into

four types an J named after the four castes. Acidity, colour, smell

level and other factors are taken into account in this classification,
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There are other methods also to find out the suitability of the land.

A torch lit to the accompaniment of Mantras may suggest suitabi-

lity of the location by its flourish. The section is concluded under-

lying the importance of the land in rituals.

fasrpr Tf^rt

jtpt n

(24) As a preliminary to architectural designs the author

introduces certain measurements. He mentions some artifices to

find out the time, direction etc. This is known as §ankucchaya—

meaning the shadow of a gnomon. Sahkau stands for the pin of a

dial whose shadow points to the hour. It is an upright rod for

taking the sun’s altitude by its shadow. It is to be placed on a

level ground. The level is ascertained by splashing water over the

area. Methods to find out the directions are detailed by the author,

the measurement like Aiigu’a—a finger’s breadth, Vitasti—a space

of twelve ahgulas etc, arc noted. Ahgula is a measure equal to

eight barley corns. Some measurements are enumerated as

follows :

Wfrrre.g# 5fd factfar, n

rtr start qq- ii

fg-jjof II

q'Rff 5 1

1

These measurement are to be adopted according to the needs of

architectural patterns. The following passages show that measure-

ments to be adopted when and where.

sofq ^ trmfa^srsnsr' jTTfarte fan*? ^ fufa i

pipT ^CTffsjq in^54cf II

The author has mentioned Aryabhata and Maya as authorities on

the subject. It is from their treatises that he has borrowed the ideas

on the subject. The simple method measuring the time of the day
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based on the shadow of a man, a method widely used in Kerala, is

also noted by our author.

(25) In measuring lands the space covered by a foot is often

taken as a unit. Thus Pada—technically denotes an area of square

foot. From then onwards it is multipled to make other technical

terms to denote measured areas. It is said :

TcT **TT?T II

The author has given the technical terms for ten measurements

before proceeding to define them.

<ft5 II

gtrrts *revTTltre>*T i

%fd sstst trr*nfearer^fed *r II

As already noted Sakala stands for a square foot of land. The other

measurements are as follows. Pecaka=four square feet ,
Pi(ha

nine square feet ;
Mahapitha=sixteen square feet , UpapHha

Twenty five square feet ;
Ugrapi!ha=Thirtysix square feet ;

Sthari-

diia =fortynine square feet ;
Manduka=Sixty four square feet

Parasayika=Eightyone square feet and Asana=Hundred square

feet. Over and above these, measurements like Ma*a, Vartanaka,

Vatl and Kuduba also are given indicating their size.

The measurements of villages, forts settlements, cities etc., are

enumerated by the author. Fourteen categories are mentioned in

this connection.

fPTT TT^Hpft 'TtTT Stf'T'PT^^ I

fsrfqr ^ n

fa«PPRT«T fafetT: tFTTd dd: I

rrcrt ^lnTIdT d dSTW II

These technical terms represent places like village, small town, town

protected by walls, fortified town, city, capital of the ruler, large
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commercial port, market frequented by traders, military canton-

ment, military camp at a strategic place, fortress covering a number

of villages, market in a populous area, market of artisans and an

industrial town. The measurement and features of all these four-

teen are provided by the author. Sometimes sub-varieties of these

are given. Thus there are seven types of fortification as follows :

|jf | qrtT cRTtrte** i

tfasp STT^T II

Villages can be arranged in eight different ways. In between there

should be many pathways or streets of different sizes. Some of these

lanes are known by technical names. The following lines enumerate

the types of arrangement.

tr^fn^TT: >sft5if5ifE3?n 11

trpn-'YTi 5
1

5T»T^ FTTcT T-HTRUT gJTrfe'I 1

1

There are specifications regarding the locations of Hindu temples,

Jaina shrines, and Buddhist monasteries. People of the various

castes and avocations are to be settled in selected spots. In this

connection the following items and classes of people are mentioned.

Courtesans, merchants, bazaars, barbers, artisans, burial ground,

armoury, treasury, sports pavillion, dancing hall, elephant s pen,

stables, halls, kitchens, tanks, wells, cowpen, oil merchants, etc.,

The section comes to an end with the following observation :

33 fksTPT fa%f9RPT fkftt'TT

(26) Idols are to be installed in Prasiidas or temples. For that

construction of the temple is necessary. Temples may be built

only on good locality, fertile land and at an auspicious time. A see

grows only in a fertile place. Ploughing the land, watering the

shrubs etc , are needed for yielding fruits. This is true in the case
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of temples also. An idol installed in an auspicious shrine at the

proper time becomes worthy enough for the god to bestow his

presence.

3T«r srfa I

sfd 11

fasnm: i

stayer ff n

3R%<PTfefa: ^ get i

mms srer<JTTf?ss n

srta s fafuss srfafes i

frpjf qrdtcf mfosir fas: srsjis ii

In order to find out the suitability of the land for building temples,

the area is to be ploughed to sow the seeds. This must be done in

astrologically favourable time. For this knowledge of good and

bad times becomes necessary. The author has given details regarding

these aspects.

Once the land is ear-marked for a temple, the Yajamana—the

patorn should find out a suitable priest to perform the installation

ceremony etc. He has to choose the right per on. This main priest

is to be worshipped by eight Brahmin priests proficient in Tantric

rites. These eight priests are conceived to be the eight forms of

Siva known as A$tamurti with the following aspects :

i7^ $^r^Tesyifa^ifai ,y,tfafaf5ren': i

^S)S<5£t fastafaTT mrer?smsfasn: II

sisffe ssr ss: i

grrsss rr^I^f II

xri fa^fS^fsyfosmmSTTS I

st^tots^ smym*smfsfm ii

Now the patron should worship the high-priest and other Brahmins

requesting the former to be the priest for installing the idol of Siva

He is to seek the co-operation of others in this ceremony.

ansrs s fstsT s'prrfwiwr ^ i

stasis ssms: smsuY: n

fasfa^sfa'msm’m’r ?sm^ s<s i

trf^Tcrtif: sms % fs*rt u
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The next item is ploughing the land or site for the temple. Before

doing this a ritual is to be performed to clear the land of the evil

spirits. A square shaped structure with four pillars is to be erected

and in that a sacrifice is to be performed using Mantras. After this

the ploughing ceremony is conducted. The high priest should touch

the plough inaugurating the tilling activity. Others bathed and

properly dressed are to plough the land. Seven types of seeds are

sown during the ceremony. After the seeds are grown into plants

they are to be grazed by cows.

The next procedure is clearing the earth upto the end of the

proposed temple campus. The area is to be set out fixing the centre

first and then finding out the different directions. For marking the

area, stakes are to be fixed firmly driving them into the ground

using an iron hammer. These stakes are to be connected by threads

of cotton tied to them to demarcate the area. If there are any thorn-

like bushes on the ground they are to be removed.

Now it is time for Vastupuja. By Vastu, a demon whose body

is ground itself is indicated. The rite is intended to please him by

offering oblations. The author has given the story of Vastupuru^a

as follows

:

Of yore in the fight between demons and gods the former could

not defeat the latter owing to the prowess of Vi§nu. The son of

Bhrgu, the preceptor of demons became angry and conducted a

sacrifice in which he offered as oblation of a goat. During the ritual

the drops of sweat form the body of the preceptor happened to fall

on the goat and it transformed into the fierces form of a demon
with the face of a goat. He appeared from the sacrificial fire and
asked the preceptor as to what to do . The preceptor asked him
to vanquish the gods. The demon drove away the gods who
approached Siva for protection. Siva asked the fire emanating from
his third eye to destory the demon who took to heels to save his

life. The fire then pursued the preceptor who reduced his form
into a tiny one and entered the body of Siva through the ear of the

god seeking protection, Siva then let out the preceptor in the form
of semen and hence he came to be known as Sukra. The preceptor

of the demons asked the demon with the face of a goat to submit
himself to the god. Siva gave him some boons as a result of which
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he became Vastupurusa lying with his face turned downward and

limbs extended to regions. He became the target of worship since

gods of different nature began to occupy his limbs as ordained by

Siva

(27) Vsstupuja is an important ritual to be performed at the

site of the temple. As already noted Vastupurusa is supposed to

lie on the ground with his face down and on his limbs dwell a

number of deities who are to be propitiated. For this two types of

square-plans are conceived; one having 64 squares and other

consisting of 8'. squares. Each of these squares belong to a deity.

The one having 64 squares is known as Manduka while that which

consists of 81 squares is called Paramasayika.

fqvr# wistorfifasifaGJH 1

qsptrmsftfa'K II

The mode making these square is suggested here. Divide a

square by eight bothways and one gets 64 squares. If it is divided

by nine bothways then one gets 81 squares. This second type is

especially reserved for temples and for the palaces of kings.

Vastupurusa occupies these squares lying corner to corner and

spreading his limbs so as to touch the different squares. The

following stanzas describe his pose as well as the deities accupying

the different limbs.

fsrRRI ftrft qTFcttsqfofaff

srgjt ^Tfq- q?gq *mfq?m 1

sndteUTqiqstctft q£r

qnq ^ifq 11

rnfarqn^ cm *ift«icrt 1

faepmT n^f’-st+^l'TT: II

5 qift^ faf^T

sfan: ^<»i: fsreRi qinqfmi: 11
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In a plot divided into 81 squares a total of 45 deities are to be

worshipped. Each of these deities is to be given particular type of

offerings and oblations. The w orship is necessary for the proper

conduct of the ceremony.

Istakanyasa— the installation of the bricks is performed as a

part of the main foundation rite of the temple. For this the land

is to be dug deep and the soil removed. The pit should have the

measurement of a normal human being standing with raised hands.

T ill rock or water is found the digging should be continued to

assure the firmness of the foundation.

rr=t: i

5 it

sisrFer' spfoper' tamfefa i

For laying the foundation five or nine baked bricks of given

size and shape are to be used. The quality of the bricks is to be

carefully examined. They should be properly baked, unbroken and

having red colour.

Garbhagrha—the covered and enclosed chamber is the most

important part of the temple structure. It is the sanctuary where

the image of the deity is to be installed. For this the portion

of the ground is to be fixed and purificatory rites to be performed

placing jewels and other sacred things. The deity to be

worshipped in this ritual is the mother Earth. After these rites

architects may be entrusted with the construction of the temple.

These rituals are applicable to palaces of kings and residences of

Brahmins and other castes.

(28) The description and enumeration of the residences of

gods and men are attempted by the author based on the authority

of Pitamaha and Maya the celestial architect. Two terms, Prasada

and Vimana are used by the author to denote these structures. He
has also given the derivation of ihe words in his own way. Prasadas

please by their beauty the minds of gods and men. Vimanas are

called so since they are constructed according to different specifica-

tions and measurements.

wm srnrKHt i
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jpuffT ^ sratefR ^fagrr: i

JTHPTRfaaRRT? famT sn^ft: irw ii

Our author frequently uses the term Vimana which usually

stands for Dravidian type of temple as against FTasada denoting

Nagara type of shrines. The structures are divided into two

classes—those for the gods and those for men.

He classifies these edifices as follows :

1. Temples for Siva, Brahma and Visnu =20

2. Temples for other gods =32

3. Residences of Brahmins = 12

4. Residences of kings and rulers =24

5, Residences for Vaisyas and Sudras = 8

Total =96

Each of them is known by a separate name and possesses

distinguishing characteristics. Often the difference between one

type and the other will be small. The enumeration is based on

earlier authorities.

™ 2^ I

fcRRlfa II

rnfr g*rrcra: i

^f^rfcr: n

3TO snfafaRHRt SRSR fgSRTHIJT II

1T5lt HffeRNtnf’T 4?49T5?ft: |l

Temples of the trinity, viz., Siva, Brahma and Vi?nu are

enumerated as twenty. They are designated as Mukhya or

pre-eminent. The names of these twenty temples are given as

follows

:

Nalinaka, Pralinaka, Svastika, Caturmukha, Sarvatobhadra.

Hastiprstha, Samujjvala, Srichanda, Vrttabhadra, Srikanta,

Sripratisjhita, Sivabhadra, Sivacchanda, Astaiiga, Padmakrti,

Visoucchanda, Saubhadra, Kailasacchanda, Rndracchanda and

Lalitabhadra.
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A second category of thirty two shrines for gods other than

the trinity are enumerated. They are called Jatltara- since they do

not refer to the residences meant for the people belonging to

different castes. These are named as follows :

Meruvimana, Mandara, Kailasa, Kumbhavimana, Jayanga,

Visalaiiga, Vimalakrti, Hamsacchanda, Vr^acchanda, Garudac-

chanda, Padmahga, Padmabhadra, Kailaskanta, Rudrakanta,

Yogabhadra, Bhogicchanda, Sudarsana, Skandakanta, Vindhyac-

chanda, Merukuta, Citrakuta, Srimandana, Saumukhya, Jaya-

marigala, Nilaparvata, Nisadha, Mangala, Vijaya, Lalitakanta,

Srikara, Srlvisala, and Mahendra.

The residences for men are called Jativimana. There are

twelve types of residences designed for the Brahmin community

with following names : Somacchanda, Nagacchanda, Kudyavarta,

Dvikutaka, Srlvardhana, Padmagrha, Preksagrha, Kratuvardhana,

Vrttagrha. Bhanukanta, Atyantkanta and Chandrakanta.

There are twenty four t>pes of palaces prescribed for the

Ksatriya community. These belong to the category of Jativimanas.

They are : Catussphuta, Mantraputa, Avantya, Mahisa, Tantrl-

kanta, Vijayahga, Visalabhadra, Ganikavisala, Karnabhadraka,

Karna^ala, Padmavasantaka, Indrakanta, Yogakanta, Sarvalalita,

Pratyantakanta, Visala, Utpalapatra, Maharajacchanda, M lTgfha,

Nandlvisala, Prthivijaya, Sarvangasundara, Cchayagrha and

Rativardhana.

Eight types of houses are prescribed for Vai6ya and Sudra

communities. Tf ey too come under the category of Jativimanas.

They are : Visalalaya, Catuspadika, Turahgavadana, Ganika-

pindika, §yenacchanda, Kukkutapucchaka, Utpala and

Mundaprasada.

After enumerating these ninetysix types of structures for gods

and men, the author gives the details of the first twenty varieties

idtended for the trinity For a proper comprehension of the

description some basic concepts of temple architecture may be

understood. The Hindu temple is not just a congregational

structure. It is the house of the spirit. Temple is the residence of

God. The God is conceived as the spirit immanent in the universe
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and the temple is His abode. Our author has expounded the same

truth in the following lines

:

(IH.XIl.16).
* * A

srraT? : wi? ?cT a?*: I

fcrRWHAwwr* s?tht sppt n

The God and the temple correspond to the soul and human

body. The temple building ceremonials and rituals are similar to

the Jataka—samskaras. It is based on this fundamental concep-

tion that in temple architecture the various parts of a temple are

designated by names which correspond to the names of the various

parts of the human body. Terms like Pada, Caraija, Kati, Gala,

Griva, Kantha, Mastala, Mukha, Karna, Nasika, etc., are

instances.

The three most important structural limbs of the temple are to

be understood. The first is the base known by different names like

Adhisthana, Masuraka, Adyanga, Kuttima, Vastvadhara etc. The

second is the Garbhagrha— the covered and auclosed chamber in

which the idol is installed. The third is the superstructure.

In this chapter the first twenty types of temples are closely

desciibed using technical terms mentioned above. The section

comes to an end with the following stanza.

srrfr i

(29) The chapter deals with two categories of structures

technically called Jatltara and Jativimanas. l he first consists of

thirty two structures beginning with Meru.

3f«T 3rratcITT®THT faqHTTt I

STTcftcITTfoT faHTTlfa II

These thirty two structures along with the twenty enumerated

earlier belong to gods. Now the second category called Jativimanas

pertaining to the members of the diflerent caste is enumerated.

Herein the details of twelve Brahmapa-Vimanas, tweutyfour

K$atriya-Vimanas and eight Vimanas for Vaisya and Sudra
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communities are described. The components of the different

structures are noted by the author in describing the types.

(30) This section is devoted to several types of structures for

human beings. These can be divided into three classes, Uttama,
Madhyama and Adhama depending on the height of each storey.

For the first variety the height between the storeys will be consi-

derable. Multi-storeyed buildings start from three floors to

twelve at the maximum. Buildings with lesser floors are enumera-
ted as Ksudra-Vimanas whereas the ones with several floors belong

to the categories of Jati-Vimana. Cchanda-Vimana, Vikalpa-

Vimana and Abhasa-Vimana. The maximum height of a building

is calculated as a hundred Hastas. If more height is planned then

there is the possibility of damage due to cyclonic storms.

Multi-storey is prescribed for the trinity as well as an
emperor. Eleven floors are prescribed for the sun and moon and
nine for Maharajas. For Gandharvas, Siddhas and Vidyadharas
eight floors can be constructed. Brahmins and ordinary kings

deserve up to seven storey : A regional ruler is eligible for a six

storeyed structure while vassals and princess and lord of city deserve

four floors in their residence. For VaiSyas. Sudras, and

comanders of the army three floors are prescribed. One and two

storeyed buildings are for common people depending in their

affluence.

Structures have two parts, the main and the subsidiary. Base,

pillar, wall, etc., belong to the first category while beams, stairs,

doors, rafters, windows etc., form the second category. These

are technically called Kaya and Anukaya. These are listed as

follows :

fsHTWPT i

3TfET65TT cFTT II

qtfcPPT STTT^T 5TJRPT I

3cTT STT3FT sqvft I

^ HTfffTT: II

e >
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^OT^ZT^fr^T <P£T ^ II

cs t'

3T^Tq'Tfa«JT;nf:T f| II

Now the author deals with an important aspect of Indian

temple architecture. The temples are classified into three broad

divisions based on styles named Nagara, Dravida and Vesara.

According to our author these styles represent distinguishing

characteristics in their shape also. Broadly speaking Nagara is

square or rectangular while Dravida is hexagonal or octogonal in

Shape. Vesara is round at the top. These three styles also represent

the three gunas, viz., Nagara is Sattvika, Dravida is Rajas and

Vesara is Tamasa.

trnrt STfa? ^ famncw i

srrtrersr rhr ^ li

cKfir ?rfT5 Wt*T 1

1

*<jvr ^^ i

fcfRFT Wrt RR II

According to our author these styles represent regional

influence. Nagara is northern, Dravida it southern and Vesara is

central, but according to other authorities these three styles can be

met within one and the same region irrespective of whether it is

south or north. Nagara style is defined as the one prevalent

between the regions of Himavan and Vindhya mountains. Dravida

country in the south is the home of the style known by that name.

Vesara style is popular between the mountain Agastya and

Vindhya.

STfWUlfsrrft %5fr SrfTS: ?RTfR^T;R«tT II

These three styles are mentioned in almost all text books on

Indian temple architecture. Often it is held that Nagara and
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Dravida are the two prominent styles whereas Vesara, the third is

only the ramifications of these two styles. In other words we have

a Northern school and a southern school of architecture. The

present work belongs to the southern school as supported by other

authorities.

(31) This section is devoted to the enumeration and descrip-

tion of the different parts of the temple like base, pillars main and

subsidiary parts, rafters, beams, and doors. The concluding

stanza enumerates the topics dealt with.

fTFTTOST: II

The author mentions that Maya has prescribed fourteen types

of basement while Parasara has given only two. Others prescribe

three varieties. He notes that the two varieties enumerated by

Parasara has four divisions each making a total of eight. Our

author has described the measurements of the varieties of

Padabandha, Carubandha, Puskala, Pratibandha, and Srlbandha.

Dealing with pillars he gives the various shapes like Octagonal,

hexagonal, round, sixteen-sided etc. The decorative structures on

the pillars are also enumerated by him. Some of the names given

for these pillars are : Visnukanta, Skandakanta, Isakanta,

Rudrakanta, Bhadrakanta, Srikhanda, Srlvajra, Muktastambha,

Dandapada and Vajrapada. The bases of the pillars as well as their

tops should be decorated with ornamental engravings and inches.

These are variously named as : Puspakhanda, Citrakhanda, Saivala,

Citrasaivala, Kampanidra and Vajrapada. Samakhandita. etc.

Then the author mentions three types of beams which are named

as ; Khandottara, Pattrabandha and Rupottara.

Now the author deals with tne arrangements of rafters on the

top. The length and breadth of the refters are mentioned and the

mode of placing the same is dicussed. Here the purpose of these

rafters are to cover the top of the structure. It is mentioned that

when the structure is of granite the pieces to cover the top should

also be made of granite.

(32) The section is devoted tq a variety of topics connected
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with the temple architecture. The concluding stanza of the section

quoted below enumerates the topics dealt with.

cftTVf^ftpTTm:

TftiTtT'T»3n;>T2n5Tf^5rT?'
,5i: i

^rfor ^ firarcrfar

srtfcTifr JTOOTflritojrTT: 11

The ceremonial arch of the temple is of three kinds, viz.,

Makara Citra and Patra. The first is for the resisdences of Gods,

Brahmins and kings while the second and third varieties respectively

belong to the houses of Vaijyas and Sudras.

fafasr sfn JTTTPrm* i

fqm 5
snrmi 1

1

These can be made of granite, bricks, wooden planks mud etc.

Different sculptures like the figures of crocodile, lion, serpents may

be used to embellish the arch. The top of the walls also may be

decorated with the engravings of creepers, flowers and statues.

The roof of the edifice can be of eight types like square, roun ,

conical etc., as are stated in the following lines :

qff rpqr •>

There are seven varieties of pinnacles a top the roof structure

and these are named like Kalihga, Kasmira etc., based on the

popularity in different regions. Sop.ma is the name given for

steps constructed in font of shrines halls, theatres etc., and these

are mentioned as of four types depending on their shape and

ornamentation.

SPTR: *qTc^fW3 STfTT^q I

Then five typei of drains through which the water from the

sanctum is drained are mentioned. In this connection the sanctum

is technically defined as masculine, feminine and neuter depending

on the material by which they are constructed. Stones, granites,
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wood, lime and mortar are the materials by which they are made.

The drains are divided into five types based on their specifications

such as length and width. The next item is the varieties of halls

such as square, round, rectangular, conical etc. These should be

made with different specification for temples, palaces and ordinary

houses.

The place for storing water for distribution is also described

in detail. This is meant to help the weary travellers who may

approach such places to quench the thirst.

(33) The next section deals with the materials for the cons-

truction of temples and palaces. They are of six types like granite,

wood, baked bricks etc., as follows.

gsmoinT fsHT ^raf<T %^T: I

sftcjTfa JTcT gsr %fa trefqtjrfa II

Then the details regarding the selection of materials are

enumerated. The selection of wood and bricks, making of bricks,

preparation of lime etc., are the subjects dealt with here. The topics

covered are as follows :

sffaaT q«n?r«T®rcT9^ *ft*TT: i

sfHr: f?2TcrKTJTFq- srrfirarat

(34) The topics dealt with in this section are enumerated in

the last stanza of the portion as follows :

qq srfcisir

sjrtt qt f?mra 5r%tST |
CS

sfmr ^srfa*5T ^ mfn:

sirar?: rara gsrfirast ' i

First item is the selection of the architect whose qualifications

are to be noted carefully. At the top of the shrine pinnacles and

domes should be fitted. The pot shaped dom or pinnacle can be

made of gold, silver and copper. The consecration of the shrine

should be made on a favourable occasion. The installation of the

idol assumes great significance. The priest enjoined for the func-

tion should utter several hymns.
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He is to install the idol controlling his body. The function

includes chanting of mantras, consecration, fixing of idol, worship,

offering to deities and other similar items.

(35) The section is devoted to a variety of topics. As the

first item the repair of the damaged parts of the shrine is taken up.

evil effects of bad construction are enumerated and their rectifica-

tion is mooted. Ornamental features of the shrines are mentioned

and their varieties noted herein. Places of minor deities in the

different parts of the main shrine are also indicated. The orna-

mental tower in front of the main gate is described in detail.

Varieties having different storeys upto seven are detailed along

with their technical names. Eight types of towers are mentioned

as : Srlmandira, Sriniketana, Sumangala, Visala, Bhavya, Paustika ;

Sumanda, and Parikutaka. Some of the multistoreyed towers are

mentioned by names sueh as Subhadra, Bhadrakalyapa,

Bhadrasundara and Srikara, the last mentioned type having seven

storeys.

(36) In this section following the Saivagamas, the author has

dealt with different types of idols made of a vauety of materials

like metal, jewel, granite, wood, clay etc. The types of granite

are also enumerated to help the masons and architects.

UTcFT STVTTfa STfTTfa fafofRTrPT I

First the idols are classified into Niskala. Sakala and Mhra.

The first is shapeless idol ; the second is endowed with definite

form ;
the third has only a partial form. The six materials used

are stone, jewel, metal, wood, clay and casual objects. The last

one is a temporary idol made of sands, cowdung, butter etc. They

are enumerated as :

ttc^r 3* : >

grfupp rftsT 5 n

Meals such as gold, silver copper, bell-metal and the like are

made use in making the idols. These are to be used depending
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upon the form of the god. The bases for the idols are also

similarly made using the above materials. Selection of the wood,

granite etc,, needs special knowledge on the part of the architect.

If these are wrongly used the effect would be quite opposite.

Hence the architect should be careful in selecting the appropriate

material for the particular idol to be made.

(37) Selection of the granite is an important aspect in making

idols. The granite is to be carefully examined since it may contain

holes, soft portions, and other inner defects. By applying various

objects on the stone and keeping it for a day or two one can find

out such natural defects of the stone. There are several methods

to test the quality of the stones. In this connection various autho-

rities like Maya, Bohattanrtra, Pingala, Manjarl etc., are quoted by

our author. Idols made of defective stones bring about bad effects

such as calamity to the country, destruction of the king, etc.

(38) The measurements and other details of the idols are also

taken up for consideration. Here again the author depends on

authorities like Maya, and Yogauva who have dealt with these

aspects. Nagara, Dravida and v esara forms of architecture are

mentioned in this connection and the differences of opinion among

the authorities are noted. The importance in adhering to the

measurements is stressed since idols without such conformity are

apt to bring evil effects to the people of the locality. There are

four main varieties in idols.

ami ^ n

These are the broad specification to which minor variations are

also suggested.

(39) This section is devoted to the description of the base in

which the idois are to be fixed. The various measurements accord-

ing to Nagara, Dravida and Vesara styles are noted. Bricks and

granite are used to make bases. After prescribing the general

features twelve varieties of bases are mentioned as follows :

*3: ws 1
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^ arer; i

qls ttm^ r.^T^f 3rT: *R*T II

m^RT' ^ sfcPT <T«TT |

gfenFTHw' ^ Avatar era: tht it

JT5*PfcRT <ft5Rt 5T83T II

The specifications of each of these are also noted by the

author. Authorities like Maya and Para ara are cited in this

connection. Bases are to be designed according to the nature of

the idols to be fixed. They must contain a drain also to facilitate

the flow of water poured on the idol during rituals of ceremonial

bath.

(40) Idols made of different materials like jewel, metals such

as gold, copper and carved in wood are described here according

to texts on Saivagamas.

+*t+ ! il fa fitfa : i

ii

In making the idol called Mukhalihga more than one face is

created. Thus one to five faces are ascribed to gods depending

upon the place of worship and the need of the situation. There

must be proportions for the limbs of the idol and these are noted.

Sphafikaliiiga is made of crystal stones. Only pure stones shall be

used in this. Idols of metals like gold, silver etc., are made
according to needs. Sometimes Daruling—idol made of wood is

installed. Regarding the specification of the idols authorities like

ParaSara, Maya and Yogasiva are cited.

(41) The varieties of idols are those that are fixed, those

which can be moved and those forming a combination of movable

and immovable. Those made of lime, clay, granite and molasses

are permanent ones which are to be fixed. The movable ones are

made of jewels, wood and metals. Painted idols belong to both

the types. Sometimes divine forms are painted on the wall to be

worshipped. These pictures may be complete or partial representing

different parts of the limbs of the deities.

Regarding measurements of idols there are many details to
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be followed. Mainly six modes of specification are employed as

follows :

j&rstot I

mft smoiyHPT qrfonor ?r«n 3*: 11

gwr^r *T*3*rHf*if?r jtpt 5 <refa£nr 1

1

Each of these are described in detail specifying the proprotions

of the limbs of the idols of different gods. Measurements of the

masculine forms are mainly dealt with in this section.

(42) The same topic is continued in this section. While in

the previous part measurements of the Uttama type are dealt with,

here those relating to Madhyama type are enumerated. Naturally,

there are slight variations in the measurements of the limbs of

idols.

(43) The section is devoted to the different forms of idol

pertaining to Siva and other items like bull, trident etc., of tne god.

Altogether sixteen forms of Siva are described. They are as

follows: (1) Siva in the form of Candrasekhara with the cresent

moon on his head; (2) Siva in the company of his consort Parvati

or Uma ; (3) Siva in the company of his son Skanda ; (4) The

dancing form of Siva called Nateivara ; (5) Siva as Gahgadhara

Ganges on his head ; (6) Siva as Tripurantaka the destroyer of the

three cities and their lords ; (7) The god as Kalyanasundara

holding the hand of his consort ; (8) Siva as Ardhanarlsvara sharing

the limb of his consort Parvati ; (9) Siva as a Pasupata ; (10) Siva

as Kankala having a hideous form (11) Siva as Harihara sharing

the form of Hari on the left and assuming his own form on the

right ; (12) Siva assuming the role of Bhiksatana as a vagabond

in search of alms; (13) Siva as Candesa assuming a fearsome

form ; (14) Siva as Daksinamurti sitting under a fig tree and

surrounded by ascetics; (15) The god as KSlak ala, the destroyer

of the Gad of death ;
and (15) Siva in the form of a liiiga. The

description of his vehicle Vr?a-a bull is also provided in this

section. Other adjuncts of the god described are the varieties of

his trident and other weapons. The form of Ganesa is also descri-

bed in this connection.

(4 H In this section the purificatory rites after the installation

of the idol are prescribed. The shrine is to be decorated with
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garlands. Other auspicious things like a potful of water, lamp,

grains etc., are to be arrnged in their proper place. The rites

include a sacrifice for the destruction of eveil spirits and Vastuhoma

—a rite to propitiate the lord of the plot. The subjects dealt with

are hinted at as follows :

( 45 ) In this section the author deals with the rites in connec-

tion with the installation ard other accessories based on Saivagama

texts.

SPfTRfj OTT I

q ^TfacrTtH

The author states that technically there are five types of instal-

lations. Fixing of the idol on the base with cement like objects is

one kind. Refixing of the idols in connection with the repair of

the temple is another. The author states :

fsTfi^rt q^rar ?ij5tr i

srfaw fomtsrTqqfncqfq u

gcnmrwnqjf qqqt <r?*rcw qrorer u

The auspicious time for the installation is to be found out in

consultation with astrologers. The locality of the temple as well

as the shrine are to be decorated. Materials for worship are to be

purified ceremonially. Diagrams of Tantric significance are to be

drawn. Hymns are to be recited. After the installation the god is

to be propitiated.

(46) After the installation the idols are to be ceremonially

bathed. Tattvavinyasa- the consecretion of the divine power on

the idols is the next item. Many potfuls of sanctified water are to

be used for the bathing ceremony. Waters filled in pots are to be

conceived as taken from holy rivers like Ganga, Yamuna,

Narmada, SaraSvati, Gomati, Sindhu, Sarayu, Godavari, Kaveri,
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Tamraparni etc. Rivers located in the different parts of the

country are invoked to be present in the pots. Different sacred

materials ase used in the function. In this connection the author

quotes Prayogamanjari an earlier text on Tantra produced in

Kerala as follows :

q-?:ir faqfar fafsnpr i

cqtqoiiTf'T*T'i ;R¥fa']
l H *j

f^T'^rtfsrcHT II

Only after the invocation the divine power is imagined in an

idol. Now it is time to offer oblations to the god in the form of

flowers, cooked rice and other things along with the chanting of

hymns.

(47) Rites in connection with the installation are detailed

again in this seetion. The various rttuals to be performed are

noted. The mantras to be employed are enumerated.

The benefits accrued from these are also narrated. The

subject matter of the section is mentioned as follows :

fsrcfrfecnfa ii

(48) Daily rituals of the temples form the topic in this section.

Cooked rice is to be offered to the deity thrice a day to the

accompaniment of the chanting of mantras. Quoting Prayoga-

maftjari the author states

:

fa ifam srf®rm n

The priest is to offer the oblation to minor deities of the shrine

on these occasion. The beating of the musical instruments is

necessary in many rites. So from morning to evening until the

ceremonial sleep of the deity many functions are to be carried

out.

There shall be festivals once in a year or once in six months.

During these occasions the god is to be taken around the shrine

campus or streets in palanquins or chariots of special kind. The
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pomp and splendour of the occasion should be that which befits

an emperor.

sfawwiw it i

STRUT Tnfafdd*!' II

cf?T rtPIT T*l*T STRUT fafo-MfcHI I

ctvvl**tlcft f^l'l^d *1

These vehicles for the procession of the god are of three kinds.

One is in .he form of a stool attached to a earner. The other ,s a

replica of .octets and the third havtng many pillars. There are

measurements for each of them. It is in these vehicles that

a

movable idol of the god is placed and taken around. Then a kt

of cot is also provided in the shrine where an idol representing the

main deity is laid to rest during the night.

(49)
Rituals in connection with occasional festival are detai-

led in this section also. The author states :

^ ftpflaprfafsr: vPrat

Srcfarf^T: wwtewft: I

ts ststr

^nfuTRnjsnn srfiiTt tpir* : 11

A long flag staff is erected ceremonially on which a flag is to

be hoisted on the first day of the festival. Everyday sacrifices are

conducted for the staff and flag. Certain varieties of trees alone are

selected to make the staff. The place for erecting the staff is also

fixed There are measurments for these according to different

temples and the deities installed therein. The raising of the staff

ss made at an auspicious time to the accompaniment of the beating

of musical instruments.

During festivals the streets surrounding the shrine shall be

made pure by clearing them. This is detailed as follows :

TTT tjpr: I

<ft?H *r«n*nFrfi

sift tcii 11

For decorating the streets bunches of cocoa nuts, plantains,

arecanuts, tender leaves of several trees, twigs etc., are used. Among

the musical instruments used in the procession Timila—the Kerala

instrument is alsomentioned.
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^5 T^zi\Ti€ 5 ii

Sometimes a golden idol is specically made to be carried in

processions. On all the nine nights of the festival attendants of

deities are to be propitiated with oblations. On the tenth day the

ceremonial bath of the idol is made The priest also takes a bath

dipping the idol in water. For this the idol is taken in a procession

to the spot where the bath takes place. Once the festival period is

over the daily rituals as practised in the temple start.

( 50) The section deals with the bathing of the idol using

sanctified water from numerous pots. The number of pots filled with

water depends on the greatness of the occasion. The usual number

shows a pattern. For instance nine, twentyfive, seventyseven,

eightyone, one hundred and eight, two hundred, three hundred,

seven hundred and thousand pots are filled with water and

sanctified particular hymns. The water is to be poured on the

idols to the accompaniment of the beating of instruments. The

function is briefly described as follows :

fafmnaa: ^atafaaaafaxaixaa n

%sata?a fBafaaasissifaa^tt: i

atxi^a a?a maaa aa> a«aa£a 5 11

srfafasaTa anrerr afrarafo 11

Here it may be noted that the percussion instrument Timila

—

a long drum indigenous to Kerala is mentioned for a second

time.

(51) In the section the installation of the idols of gods like

sun is enumerated. The gods mentioned are to be found installed

in different temples of Kerala.

§xamaa?aaT 1

§aWxteRxa?a: Jtrrcareisr) a max: 11

snag; saamgsa faaifcag at gaaj 1

na aa srfassinn: ^anaa 'jaar ^aa: n

The worship of Surya is then enumerated in detail. Both
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daily rituals and special rituals in the form of festivals are prescri-

bed for the Sun god.

(52) The section is solely devoted to the installation and

worship of Vighnesvara often called Gapanatha or Ganapati, The

mode of worship prescribed for the Sun is also applicable here.

The attendants of the god are listed as numerous mentioning the

name of some of them.

(53) The installation and worship of Skanda is taken up in

this section. Daily rituals and special rituals are applicable for the

deity. The modes of worship also follow the same pattern men-

tioned above.

(54) Haranarayana popularly called Sahkaranarayana repre-

sents a composite form of Siva and Vi§pu. The author states that

he has taken the details from Tantric works like Brhattantra and

Devodbhava.

rtffct ft^f 4^4

*41441*^41*514 i

4*43451 tnmrm

ctfef 44t43Tp’ 4?4 II

(55)

In dealing with the worship of the Goddess called Durga

the author states that the modes are almost the same as in the case

of other deities. The attendants of the goddess are listed and their

restive names are given. The different aspects of the deity

representing the different moods are also enumerated.

(56)

Here the installation and worship of Goddess Gauri are

described. Nintysix attendants are mentioned as serving the

goddess. The author states that he has drawn information from

Tantras like Lalita and Bhanutantra.

frpifelfaft 4fori*5l*4it5I51 44T4Tct

4 =4 4«24I

1

faW 4ft Jif5i«5if4?f4

(57)

Based on Tantras like Bfhat tantra, and Devodbhava the

author now proceeds to enumerate the installation and worship of
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Goddess Sarasvatl. Daily rituals as well as special rituals are

applicable to the deity.

(58) Sasta also called Bhutanatha is one of the popular

deities worshipped in Kerala. So naturally the author proceeds to

discuss the worship of the God. In this connection the measure-

ments of the idol are also given. His weapons are also mentioned.

Eight aspects of the god are enumerated as :

On his left goddess Prabha and on his right his eight year old

son Satyaka are to be installed. A beautiful description of the god

is provided here and it is concluded with a reference to his consort

and son.

^prrrcrr: n

src ^ ^ ii

smt ^ H^rr^nr fsr^t^qripT^fciiJT
i

^far'rpT n

•ftvfcrspprt
i

ii

tJ? sffcPsum epr^t
% ii

The vehicle of the god is mentioned as a horse. The picture

of the horse is to be made as a sign of his flag For enumerating

these details the author has drawn upon Tantras like Devodbhava.

(59) There are seven divine mothers worshiped in Kerala

temples. Even where the usual idols are not installed they are

offered oblations everyday. The seven mothers are :

stint afarO a*tT i

JTRTf) ^ a«F2FTl ^ M

Vfrabhadra and Vighnesvara are also installed along with

them as if to protect them. The author has given directions for
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The flag

daily as well as special rituals for them. Their vehicles, weapons,

forms, flags, signs on flags etc., are also enumerate

KsetrapMa the deity who protects the sanctum is

worshipped in many major temples of Kerala. His four hands

hold different weapons and his form is that o an ^ f

hov According to other authorities he has eight hands, four of

then, above and four of them Wo.. The following stanza quoted

by the author gives a compact description of the deity.

ST^TT ^5

During special festivals a flag is raised on a staff,

sign of the deity is the deg which also forms his vehicle.

(61) The section deals with fresh offerings which are collected

after the harvest. Fresh grains are taken through the main roads

ceremonially to the accompaniment of mus c. They are carried in

to the temple with pomp and splendour. The grains are pounded

and the rice is used for sacrifices. A part of the fresh rice is given

to people as a mark of prosperity.

Similarly festival of lamps is conducted during several occasions

1 mn« mav be erected and lit so as to resemble a tree of lamps.

Swows lamps ... .o be lu durtng the nigh.. The idol of

Siva is to be worshipped in this connection. Processions, festivities

and the like should be arranged.

(62) Domestic rituals form the topic of this section First

,he ri.es eounected with fuoeral of .he preceptor and otter

Brahmins are enumerated. Once the precep.or is dead (he disciples

“hould bathe and purify .hemseves in order to carry the corp* to

he funeral pyre arranged outside the village or on the banks of

the river After the tire has consumed the body the disciples should

re,urn without looking back a. the pyre. They should offer the

libation of water to the departed one. Based on L harmasastras

the different types of libations are prescribed by the author. He

concludes the section with the following stanza.
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^ urs^t: i

5T?n ^r*m^T fn%' i-ii cp^p ^^'ifpr fkfenr 11o >

(63) Expiatory ceremonies are enumerated in this section.

Once should offer expiation for the omissions and commissions in

the course of daily rites and special rites. Based on the seriousness

of the lapse, atonement is fixed.

This is to ward off evil effects. There are many ways of

atonement. Offering of food to gods, Brahmins and others is one

of them.

(64) Kriyapada, third part of the treatise, is concluded with

this section. Renovation of the idols, shrines and other structures

forms the main topic. Replacement of many items of the shrine

becomes necessary when they are dilapidated. When the main idol

is broken, burnt or damaged in other ways it is to be thrown away.

It has got the position of ju-t a stone once the divinity is transfer-

red over to another idol. The main shrine is called Mulalaya

where the original idol is situated. When the sanctum needs

renovation the idol is to be shifted to a temporary structure

referred to as Balalya. When the idol itself needs replacement, a

temporary wooden idol is to be made to which the divine power is

to be transferred. The god is invoked to be present in the wooden
form till the original is repaired.

snfatar ii

Daily worship is to be offered in this temporary shrine and
idol. When the original is ready the divinity is transferred back.

The types damages causing replacement and repair are enumerated

in connection with different types of idols made of diverse materials

like jewel, metal, clay, wood etc. 1 he section is concluded with

the following stanza :
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iv. yogapAda

Of the four parts of the Tantric treatise of Isanasiva the last

one called Yogapada consists of just three chapters. This forms

the smallest of the four parts.

(1 ) The first section is devoted to the explanation of the term

in detail and it is righlly called Yogalaksana. Yoga is to be

resorted to for deliverance from the cycle of wordly miseries. It is

stated

:

jjsncq- jfPt 5 tfpft ^ ProsWr 1

1

Vairagya—detachment from wordly objects and renunciation

are the means to attain liberation. For this, knowledge of the real

state of affairs is necessary. The author has stressed that external

appearance is not the real need. External change is with reference

to the body and not of the soul which is more important. The

author observes :

5t U: PfWSRircft ^ T T OTVSlfa 1

1

He concludes saying that a Brahmacarin, householder or

ascetic can obtain liberation with the blessing of Siva irrespective

of his dress or status in life.

(2) The concept of Yoga is explained in this section based on

the Yogasutra of Patanjali. The author begins the section as

follows :

The author has given the derivation of the term Yoga in the

above stanza. In another way he brings out the idea as follows :

tfsirat f9ra*TS favf *RT -T ^tRt I

trPi ii

The author proceeds to explain the different concepts like
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Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama and related things. The section

is concluded with the following stanza :

I
a-4 P1-4 -H cPTT^plTf^T

srpqreqyq qqm 3tfq qrfoqqw i

qif-T ^fo <. o m!fenPr

qozrifa crrPr mrtq^rq it

(3) The last section of the treatise is set apart for the explana-

tion of concepts like Prlriay ima, Praty-hara, Dharana, Dhy-ina

and other related ideas. The treatment is based on authoritative

texts on YogaSastras. He states :

iTcf grater qsrsfsRr: i

qwq ii

The last stanza of the section epitomises the topics dealt with.

The author states that all kinds prosperity which are often men-

tioned as eight would accrue to the person practising Yoga

earnestly. The last two lines of the work are as follows :

swift I

cfTqhnqf9iqts«itn? fq^T^rq^faq ii

With the above observation the Tantric treatise comes to an

end.

Trivandrum

15-6-1987

N. P. Unni







PREFACE.

Tantrapuddhati is a collection of subjects dealt with

in various Tantric works. It is also called Isanasivaguru-

devapaddhati as it was written by Ififtnasivagurudeva-misra.

It is divided into £our parts namely, Samanyap&da, Mantra*

p&da Kriyapada and Yogapada; of these the first two

Ptlrvardha or the former half and" the other two Uttarardha

or the latter half.

The subjects dealt with in this work are the hymns

belonging to various deities; the Japa, Homa and other rites

attending on them; the means of their attainments; their ap-

plication for averting the evil effects of poison, malicious

planets and. diseases; the use of medicines; the properties of

medicinal herbs; the science of magics; the construction of

temples, Vimanas, consecration, worship and festivals of

the deities in temples; and many other kindred matters.

The treatment of these subjects is so elaborate that the work

amounts to about 18,000 slokas of various metres.

From the merit of the work, it is possible to infer

that the author Isanasivagurudeva-Misra was a higli-souled

personage who attained all the mantric powers. fhe suffix

misra to his name shows that he might be a native of Mithilfi

or of any of the adjoining countries. He is posterior to

Bhoja whom he often cites as authority. .
I have dealt with

the date of Bhojgdeva in his Tattvaprakasa, (already publish-

ed as No. 68 of the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series).

I intend to publish this voluminous vvork in three

parts, and the first part consisting of the Sam&nyapada is

now offered to the public, where subjects common to all other

p&das are dealt with.

The edition is based on the following three manus-

cripts:

—

1. (*) Belonging to the Palace Library, beginning

with the 14th Patala up to the end of Mantra

Pada.



2

2 (m) Lent by Mr. Kumarasvami Numburipad of

2
' Cbennassuma nakkal, Yazhakulom, up to the end

of Mantrapftda.

3'. („) Lent by Mr. Govinda Pisharodi of Kailasa-

puram, up to the end of Mantrapada.

\U these are written on palm -leaves in Malayalam

characters. Lists of works and authors quoted, and the con-

tents of the work are prefixed.

Trivandrum.

8th August 1920. i T. GANAPATl SASTR1.
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